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U.S. Embassy
seeks prisoner
in Nicaragua
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)
- The U.S. Embassy sought permission yesterday to see the
American who survived when
Sandinista troops shot down a
rebel supply plane, but Nicaraguan authorities would not say
where he was being held.
Barricada, the Sandinista
party newspaper, said in the
first account of the capture that
Eugene Hasenfus, 45, walked a
mile through the jungle after the
C-123 was shot down Sunday. It
said an army patrol found him in
an abandoned shack, where he
had fashioned a hammock from
his parachute.
Capt. Rosa Pasos, who speaks
for the Defense Ministry, said
the American from Marinette,
Wis., was being questioned at a
location she refused to disclose.
"All I can say is that he spent
the night with our authorities
and that he is being treated
well," she said.
Officials of the leftist Nicaraguan government say three
other people were killed: two
Americans identified as pilot
William Cooper and co-pilot
Wallace Blaine Sawyer, Jr., and
a third man who has not been

identified. The plane was hit by
missile fire and crashed into the
jungle of southern Nicaragua.
SANDINISTA OFFICIALS
said cargo found on the plane
indicate it was part of a CIA
operation to supply U.S.-backed
rebels who have been fighting
the government of President
Daniel Ortega for 4V4 years.
They said the Americans were
U.S. military advisers from El
Salvador.
President Reagan and other
U.S. officials deny that the plane
or the men were connected with
the American government.
Alberto Fernandez, spokesman for the U.S. Embassy, said
it was waiting for a response to
two diplomatic notes to the Foreign Ministry requesting consular access to Hasenfus and the
quick return of the bodies of the
Americans to their families.
Hasenfus is believed to be the
first American captured in the
war the rebels, known as Contras, began in 1962.
He appeared briefly at a news
conference Tuesday night, but
was led away after he gave his
name and hometown and said he
was captured Monday in south □ See Nicaragua, page 4.

CIM prof speaks
on energy supply
by Ron Coulter
chief copy editor
Since the 1973 Arab oil embargo, the majority of research and
development in the field of energy has been devoted to increasing
the energy supply. According to Dr. Marc Ross, that capital is better
invested toward more efficient use of energy.
Ross, a senior scientist at the U.S. Department of Energy at the
Argonne National Laboratory and a professor of physics at the
University of Michigan, spoke on "The Energy Crisis in Retrospect," yesterday in the McFall Center Assembly Room.
He said that while domestic crude oil production has been
maintained since the energy crisis of the 1970s, there has been no
improvement in the efficiency of its use.
Ross said the economy has changed, creating a change in the
demand for fuel. He said that while there was a great demand for
appliances and automobiles in the 1950s and '60s, such material
goods are no longer a growth market.
"With a national average of eight-tenths of a car per adult, there is
no more room for growth; it's impossible," Ross said. "Appliances
and cars will be replaced, but the demand won't grow."
Ross said the growth areas of the economy are non-material
goods: education, information and recreational activities.
Ross, who is the co-author of a book on energy policy titled Our
Energy: Regaining Control, said another change in the economy has
been in the improvement and distribution of energy intensive items
such as refrigerators. He said a product is energy intensive "if it's
hot, and if it's on all the time." He said new energy intensive items
are less common, and those manufactured are more efficient.
O See Ross, page 3.
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Frisbee DUO

*<elmeyer

Bowlina Green resident T.J. Barson and senior fashion merchandising major Janet Romine team up to perform a frisbee trick in the
Onion Oval.

Campus 'dry bar' opens Oct. 25
by Greg Connel
staff reporter

On a Saturday night in October, with the hockey team playing an away game and the low
temperature outside discouraging the idea of walking to the
bars, there is not much for students to do except sit in their
rooms and drink. At least not
until Oct. 25, when The Dry
Dock, a non-alcoholic night club,
opens in Harshman Quadrangle's Mid-Am room.
The Dry Dock is the brainchild
of Art Willhite, junior criminal
justice major who is the chairman of The Dry Dock Advisory
Board, and a member of BACCHUS (Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of
University Students).
Willhite said the bar is not
being established to take a stand
for or against drinking, but to
provide the University with an
alternative to the bars, especially if the drinking age is
changed to 21.
He said the club will be open
every Saturday from 8 p.m. to 1
a.m., and the Mid-Am room will

"In a survey of on-campus students last
year, 62 percent of the students polled said
they would attend a non-alcoholic bar. Also,
there are 1,500 students living right above it
(in Harshman Quadrangle)."
- Art Willhite
continue to operate on its current hours.
He added the club may be
moved to the Amani room next
year if it is successful, but it
could not be started there this
year since that site is already
rented out on Saturday nights.
SOFT DRINKS and "mocktails," non-alcoholic drinks that
taste like mixed drinks, will be
available at the club.
In addition, snacks will be
provided by University Food
Operations.
"A great advantage to the Dry
Dock is that students can buy
food and drinks there with food
coupons," Willhite said.

Entertainment will be provided for patrons of the club,
and will consist of a variety of
attractions.
Ed Link, the University Activities Organization representative to the board, will be in
charge of finding entertainment.
He said Sheepish Grin, a local
band which has played in the
past at Main Street and Howard's Club H, will perform on
opening night. Another band
that is being considered for an
engagement there is The Attitude.
"They (The Attitude) are
from the Cleveland area and
have played in this area before," ne said. "They also get a

Woodland Mall to open in May
by Mike Mclntyre
editor
Officials of The Mall Company
announced yesterday that the
Elder-Beerman and JCPenney
department stores will be the
anchors of the 57-shop Woodland
Mall, which is expected to be
finished next May.
The mall, located just north of
Bowling Green on Ohio Route 25
at Newton Road in Center Township, will have 200,000 square
feet of floor space and will be
built on a 45-acre site.
JCPenney officials announced
that the mall store will replace
the store at 136 S. Main St.,
which will close shortly before
the new store opens.

A designer', sketch of the main entrance of the Woodland Mall, to be located on Rt. 25, just north
of Bowling Green. It Is expected to be completed next May.

Digging on the mall site began
Monday and if it is completed by
the end of November, there will
be no problem meeting the May
deadline, said Robert Sproul.
owner and general partner of
The Mall Company, developers
of the project. The Mall Company is based in Alliance.
"As long as the weather stays
like this, we'll have no problems," he said.

Mall officials believe that 75
percent of the mall space will be
leased by the time it opens.
In addition to the two department stores, 24 leases for mall
shops have either been signed or
are being reviewed. .
THE STORES include Footlocker (shoes), Fanny Farmer
(candies), Record Den, and
Fiesta Hair Salon.
There are also plans for a fiveor six-screen movie theater, six
restaurants and a game room.
Sproul said more than 600 people will be employed in the mall
when the project is completed.
He said the mall does more
than just provide jobs and shopping opportunities for local residents. He said it will serve as a
place for socializing.
Sproul said the mall would be
made available for community
events and would have different
special events almost every
week. He said the events would
include arts and crafts displays
and automobile and recreational
vehicle shows.
Sproul said the project is being financed by the Bank of New
York through a construction
loan.

lot of play on college radio stations in Cleveland.
I .ink added he is also looking
for other, smaller acts for the
club.
The club's advisory board is
made up of representatives
from more than 15 on-campus
organizations, including UAO,
University Food Operations, the
Student Recreation Center, and
the Harshman Organization For
Major Entertainment. Willhite
said the various groups are providing volunteer workers for the
club.
THE DRY DOCK is funded by
grants from USG, Student Activities and the University chapter
of BACCHUS.
Willhite said he expects the
club to be very popular.
"In a survey of on-campus
students last year, 62 percent of
the students polled said they
would attend a non-alcoholic
bar. Also, there are 1,500 students living right above it (in
Harshman Quadrangle)," he
said.

Hostage
mediation
proposed
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) An American who runs a
private school in Beirut was
kidnapped by two armed men
while on his way to play golf
yesterday, and a caller
claimed responsibility in the
name of the Shiite Moslem
group Islamic Jihad.
The U.S. Embassy identified the victim as Frank Herbert Reed, 53, of Maiden,
Mass., director of the Lebanese International School in
Moslem west Beirut.
A spate of politically motivated kidnappings in west
Beirut in 1985 prompted most
Americans and other Westerners to leave the city.
A school associate said
Reed has lived in Lebanon
about eight years and had
converted to Islam before
marrying Sahmiya Dalati, a
Syrian. The associate, who
insisted on anonymity, said
the couple have a 5-year-old
O See Beirut, page 4.
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Student campus
security welcome
The recent decision by the Department of Public
Safety to hire students as Campus Service
Officers is commendable.
By delegating certain campus police responsibilities to qualified students, police will be better able
to attend to more serious matters.
Bill Bess, director of Public Safety, said the six or
seven student CSO's will assist police in locking and
unlocking academic buildings and patrolling parking lots.
He said with their help, police expect to be more
alert to other problems.
We agree that the students will be helpful. Anyone who wonders whether students are mature
enough to handle the responsibility needs only to
look at the Campus Escort Service.
Students in the Escort Service have performed
an invaluable service by keeping other students
safe when they walk across campus at night.
The students who work as CSO's will also benefit
since they will be making money. Additionally,
many of the applicants will probably be students
who are planning a career in law enforcement.
Money for the program came from recent University budget appropriations. CSO's have been
used before at the university, but were eliminated
by campus-wide budget cuts.
We hope the renewal of the program doesn't meet
with the same fate. If the CSO's are as important to
police as Bess indicates, measures should be taken
to ensure the program will survive any unexpected
budget cuts.
Better police protection is always desirable.
Especially when the University has experienced a
series of rapes over the last several years and a
recent increase in vandalism from non-students.
If student CSO's can help, we're all for it.

Democracy by default
by Scott Munn
My friend was obviously in
distress; he wrung his hands
unconsciously and darted nervous looks over his shoulder at
the door to my apartment, now
closed. I showed nim to a chair
and he refused, sitting down.
"Water?" I offered.
"No, thanks." He stuttered,
sweat shining dully on his forehead.
"Orange juice, then?"
"Water'll be fine."
I took a glass (a plastic one, in
case he dropped it) from the
cupboard and filled it with icewater, sat down on the other side
of the kitchen table. There was a
typewriter on the table, as well
as a bottle of white-out. He
flicked up the bottle and began
iddling with the cap, unscrewing then tightening it back up,
over and over. There was silence for perhaps 2 full minutes.
I grew uncomfortable. "Why
did you-"
"Call you?" He finished, shaking his head slowly. "I really
don't know anymore."
I prodded. "I don't understand. You said it was urgent.
You said you needed to talk to
someone, anyone who would listen. You said it was a matter of
life and death. You also mentioned something about free
pizza.
"Dutch." He was nervous but
he apparently wasn't that nervous.
"Free" I reiterated, firmly.
He gave in. "Oh, all right.
Later. He glanced over his
shoulder, turned back around
and looked me straight in the

eye. "I'm going to vote next
month."
I gave him a startled, horrified look. My mind racing, I
jumped up from my chair and
forced the curtains, screeching
and protesting on their track,
over the window. A quick dash
across the apartment and I had
the top bolt of the door clunked
home. I sat back in my chair,
breathing heavily and whispering harshly.
"Why me? Why in heaven's
name choose me to let in on such
a thing? What have I ever done
to you? Did anybody follow you
here?"
My hands, with a will of their
own, were rubbing at my chin
and tugging at my hair.
A monotone. "Just when I was
beginning to get my life together, show up at the right
happenings, associate with the
right people - "
I aidn t mean to - " he inturrupted.
''YOU DIDN'T MEAN TO. He
didn't mean to. Can you believe
it? My reputation as an up-andcoming undecided major in the
balance, and he didn't mean to."
I drew in a wavering sigh, let it
out with resignation and
wrenched the bottle of white-out
from his hands. I began to spasmodically screw and unscrew
the cap.
"So o.k. There's nothing to be
done now. I'm a conspirator.
You may as well tell me the
rest."
He had lost some of his initial
unease. His voice slid neatly into
a calm, unhurried confession.
"It's true. I'm going to vote. I

voted in the last election."
I sunk lower in my chair; he
pretended not to notice.
"And my candidate won. I feel
I made a difference. So 111 do it
again. And again next time, if
necessary."
I barely choked. "Made a difference? What are you talking
about? You're not making any
sense. What's more, you're
reckless."
Leaning toward him, conspiratorially, "Don't you realize
they put who they want in office,
regardless of how the public
votes? Aren't you aware that
they get angry when it starts
looking like the public has a say
in such matters? You should be
more worried than you look."
He asked, too loudly "Who are

the/!"
f

' SHSHshshsh!" I scurried to
the window, peeked out through
the folds of the curtains, scurried back. "Do you want them to
hear?" I demanded.
He continued, in a softer
voice. "In any case, I'm going to
do it. When I told my roommates, they laughed. When I
went on to say that voting was
an honor and a privilege, they
kicked me out. My faJier had
voted for Nixon in '60, '68 and
72, and would've again in 76 if it
was possible, so I couldn't stay
with nim."
For a moment I took pity.
He continued. "Now I'm living
in that little brick room on top of
Founders. I figure I'm safe
enough for the time being, but
I'll need a new identity.
"If caught I'll be made an
example out of, put in the ads of

will argue with that? Health
costs are often prohibitive for
even routine treatments. The
concern of graduate students,
though, is pragmatic; we cannot
afford having yet another financial burden added to those already encountered in the course
of living.
Dr. Edmonds was asked if the
insurance being proposed would
cost the graduates, or if it would
be provided as part of a benefit
package. She assured the GSS
that if the administraion had its
way, mandatory health insurance wasn't going to cost us, and
that it would be provided to us as
a benefit. Curious that it was
still referred to as "mandatory
health insurance." In that context, it is analagous to talking
about mandatory free lunches.
It's easy to sell an idea when
there are no visible costs. However, what the Graduate Student
Senate was told and what transpired were two different things.
The administration has gone
behind our backs before on this;
what can we expect this time?
The only reason that graduate
students are not paving for mandatory health insurance today Is
that Implementing such a program last year was administratively impossible.
There was an attempt to push
this thing upon us last year.
However, the move was made
too late, and it could not be
implemented in time for this
semester. Now we're being told
that our input is once again
being solicited, with a respon
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We both fell silent, and gradually I realized that I was staring at the white-out. He was
staring at the typewriter. Our
eyes met; he brought out his
driver's license, his student I.D.
I got to work.
An hour later he was standing
by the now-open window, scrutinizing the two altered scraps of
identity. "But I don't look like a
John C. Apathy" he complained.
"That's the point" I smoothed.
"Nobody does. Only we know the
truth. You'll be fine. Just act
nonchalant 'til the polls, do
whatever you must, and go on
with your life. Peace be with
you."
;
He left me with his thanks.
"You're a real friend."
"Don't mention it, please." I
closed, softly shutting the door
and emphasizing the please'. I
put the bolt back in.
A little power can be a dangerous thing.
Munn is a freshman undecided
major from Tiffin.
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Mandatory health insurance for grad students unwanted

Last week The BG News had
two front-page articles about
mandatory health insurance.
The first of these articles reported that undergraduates
would probably be required to
pay for health insurance. We
were also told that mandatory
health insurance was being considered for graduate students,
but the Graduate Student Senate
(GSS) was going to be polled on
this issue before any action
would be taken. Thus, members
of the University administration
could act according to the sentiments of the graduate student
body.
Don't believe a word of It.
The prospect of mandatory
health insurance was brought to
the Graduate Student Senate
last year, and the GSS drafted a
resolution against it. Clearly, we
did not want mandatory health
insurance at that time. It's
likely that sentiments of the GSS
concerning this issue have not
changed. Yet the same question
is being brought to us again,
ostensibly so that the administration can understand our postition and act accordingly.
Right.
Dr. Mary Edmonds, Vice
President of Student Affairs,
came and spoke with the GSS
about the issue after we had
voted against it. Dr. Edmonds
told the GSS that insurance is
important, if not essential. Who

I'm not totally heartless. It
must have been the Nixon soliloquy. I gave him a firm, no-nonsense look. "So. You're dead-set
on going through with this." I
He nodded, hitched his shoulders.

m^TH8R6 WAS SORT "1

Letters
Graduate students need to
keep a wary eye on events that
are transpiring - events which
could seriously affect their welfare.

every newspaper from here to
Upper Sandusky. 'Wanted: One
more vote. Yours. This man
voted. So can you.' I'm no martyr." He was rapidly disintegrating into the shakes, his
former confidence lost.
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sive administration standing by
for our verdict, ready and willing to act on it.
However, in light of last year's
track record, it appears that we
should expect the administration to attempt yet another commando-style raid on our
already-emaciated wallets. Perhaps at this time wariness is
more appropriate than passivity. On a pragmatic level, we
need to make it clearly understood that purchasing health insurance must be our option, not
oar obligation. However, this is
not our only concern about
health insurance.
In all fairness, the University
should provide health insurance
to those graduates who are employed as teaching and research
assistants. This university's reputation is built on the quality of
teaching and research. Graduate students are employees of,
and a valuable asset within the
University community. Graduate students already subsist on
a laughable (though not funny)
level of stipend support. Since
graduate students are an inteS-al component of BGSU, the
niversity should already be
providing them with health insurance.
Loring Crepeau
Graduate Student Senate
Welfare Committee

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Utters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words
in length and should be typewritten, double-spaced, and
signed. Address or OCMB
number, and telephone number, must be included, although telephone numbers
will not be published.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700
words Is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and doubled-snaced. University students writing columns
must provide class rank, major and hometown.
lie News reserves the right
to reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelout. All submission are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
TfceBGNewi
Ml West Hall
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A tangled web woven
by Gregg Richardson
The story went basically like this: Ron played a
trick on Qadhafi. By cleverly planting false rumors in the American media, the administration
tried to fool the Libyan fanatic into believing he
was about to be overthrown, perhaps in the hope
that he would panic and flee the country. Nothing
new here. In rather the same way, Eisenhower
overthrew the reformist Guatemalan president
Jacobo Arbenz in 1954, and Nixon launched a coup
against Chilean president Salvador Allende in
1973.
The thing is, this time, Ron tricked us too. These
stories were in American newspapers. Those of
you who read about the Libyan situation in August
probably believed them. I suppose I did too,
Insofar as I ever believe anything I read in the
newpaper anymore. Now that the truth, if that is
the proper word for it, is out in the open, perhaps it
is time to point out that such a strategy has a lot of
implications, not to mention precedents.
For instance, who was the president trying to
fool in 1983, when he described how he had been
present at the liberation of Nazi concentration
camps in World War II? Even after the White
House staff admitted that the future leader of the
free world had never left Hollywood during that
war. Reagan continued to tell the same story.
Who was he deceiving in 1985, when he remarked that Pope John Paul II had sent him a
personal message supporting his proxy wars in
Central America? Not the Vatican, surely, which
immediately issued an incredulous denial that any
such endorsement had even been considered.
Who was the subject of his ruse when, a couple
of days before the 1984 election, he mobilized the
entire Caribbean command for an invasion of
Nicaragua, under the pretense that a ship arriving
in that country was carrying Soviet fighter
planes? The "jets" turned out to be tractor parts,
but a little sabre-rattling the week of the election
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almost gave him Minnesota, too.
At whom was his duplicity directed when the
White House began to hysterically barricade itself
against a Libyan hit squad that was supposedly
prowling in the vicinity of 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue? Not a single armed Moslem was ever
sighted, but the country did learn to froth on cue.
What about the airport on Grenada that was
Exhibit A in his 1983 television vendetta against a
Caribbean rock with a population roughly equal to
a University of Michigan football game? After
taking over that island in a depressingly inept
invasion, the first priority in the ''New Grenada"
was completion of the airport, which, the administration now claimed, had no military value after
all, but was essential to the country's tourist
economy - exactly as Maurice Bishop and the
British construction firm that was building it had
always insisted.
But these are only the more egregious examples. The list of small daily untruths goes on
endlessly. "Misquoted" statistics, "inaccurate"
memories, "misunderstood" questions - against
all odds, every "error" the president makes casts
him in a better light thin the facts, had be
remembered them correctly, would have. Like
Hamlet, his "madness" is too purposeful to ring
true. There's a method in it.
In short, can you fool all of the people all of the
time, after all? What are we to believe next time
we read an article on Libyan terrorist connections, or contra activity in Nicaragua, or American military buildups in Honduras? How can we
form personal opinions on vital international
issues, when we keep discovering several months
after the fact, that, as an old f-Trestane Theater
album once put it, "everything you know is
wrong?"
But in light of all this deception, one final,
nagging question still remains; what color Is the
oldmummer'shair, really?
Richardson is the Science Reference Librarian.

by Berke Breathed
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Rides available to Toledo
Van pool provides alternate form of transportation
by Linda Hoy
Haff reporter

For commuter students or those just needing a lift to Toledo for the day, seats on a
Share-A-Ride van are only a phone call
-away.
Sponsored by the Toledo Metropolitan
Area Council of Governments, Share-A-Ride
will begin van pools when enough people
express interest, ride-sharing consultant
Kim Yehoda-Barrett said.
The pools will operate in Wood, Ottawa,
Lucas, Erie and Sandusky counties.
• "If you work or live within this five-county
region, we can help you," she said.
■ Times and places of pick-ups and dropoffs will be scheduled according to riders'
needs, and the number of stops will be
minimized, she said.
"(People) don't want to spend ... extra
time driving around," she said.
To make the pool cost effective, at least

ten riders are needed for each van. The vans
used will hold 15 people, including the
driver.
Using this size van, instead of a 12-passenger van which is also available, is cheaper
because IS passenger vans take leaded
gasoline and also enable more people to ride
and split the cost, Yehoda-Barrett said.
Estimated van pool costs are based on 14
paid passengers. For a passenger riding five
days a week from Bowling Green to Toledo,
an approximate 30-mile trip, the cost for one
month would be (40.77. This averages out to
$1.94 per day.
FOR THE occasional one-day rider, a
place may be reserved if seating is available. In this case, a one-day trip from
Bowling Green to Toledo would cost about
$2.25, Yehoda-Barrett said.
Fees are based on lease and insurance
costs, gasoline the van will use for the
month, and a maintenance charge.

The maintenance charge varies according
to miles traveled. If the vans make more
than one trip per day, costs will be higher for
riders. Yehoda-Barrett said.
Maintenance charges are as follows: traveling up to 90 miles per day would cost the
rider 6 cents per mile, traveling 90-120 miles
would cost 7 cents per mile, and traveling
more than 120 miles would cost 8 cents per
mile.
Share-A-Ride, which began back in the
1970s during the gas crisis and was formerly
known as Metro Match, is funded by federal
and local money. The state pays for administrative costs, Yehoda-Barrett said.
Before the state picked up the administrative cost, the average cost was five dollars
higher per month for each rider, she said.
Anyone interested in a van pool can reach
Share-A-Ride at (419)241-1919.

Students study in D.C.
by Judy Immel
. reporter

. Spending a semester in Washington, D.C, can earn University students academic credit
and on-the-job experience.
, The Washington Center Internship Program offers full-time
work experience in the nation's
capital to students of any major.
The University has been involved with the program for four
* years through the Center for
. Academic Options.
Joni Reed, the University's
I director of special programs
! and campus liaison for the
Washington Center, said University students participating in the
program have majors ranging
from international relations to
art and have worked in federal
agencies, television stations and
lobbying firms, among others.
Participants work at least
four-and-a-half days each week
and attend academic seminars
during their stay. The Center
also provides housing to inter

Internships offered to students
by Washington Center Program
ested students.
"The students actually are
doing work in their field, not just
running errands," Reed said.
"Additionally, they (may) receive job offers and get to know
important people in their field
who can give them recommendations."
Applicants to the program
must have a 2.5 cumulative
grade point average, have completed a full academic year and
be full-time students at the University.
STUDENTS CAN earn 15
credit hours if participating in
the fall or spring session of the
program and 12 credit hours
during the summer term. Credit
counts towards a student's elective hours for graduation.

Patty Van Poppel, senior finance major, worked at the Securities and Exchange
Commission last spring.
Van Poppel said her interest
in finance was strengthened by
her semester in Washington. "I
understand better what my career is going to involve,' she
said. "I decided that I'd like to
work for the government someday."
"In Washington, I had inside
information -I felt like I knew
what was going on," she said.
Reed said the Washington
Center Internship program also
gives students a different perspective of the world than they
get here in Bowling Green.
"The program offers students
an urban experience along with
the academic and work experi
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ence," she said. "It can help
students grow and open their
eyes to different aspects of their
potential career."
Senior history major Don Mihokovich completed an internship through the Washington
Center overthe summer.
"IT WAS a valuable experience to live in a big city, he
said. "There's such a diversity
of culture in Washington. The
experience broadened my horizons for the future."
Van Poppel said it was hard to
leave her friends at the University to go to Washington, but that
it was just as hard to leave
Washington at the end of her
semester there.
"I would tell people to just
go," she said. "It's worth the
Qme it takes."
Interested students should
contact Reed in the Center for
Academic Options about six
months before they plan to go to
Washington. The application
deadline for the spring session is
tomorrow.

Marc Ross
Ross

BG Newvr*eter r-Hlman

a Continued from page 1.
"There are no new heavy
appliances coming out on the
market; all the new home
devices are gadgets," he
said.
Ross said a better quality
product is necessary in areas
of heavy industry, such as
automobile manufacture.
While admitting the overall
structure of industry cannot
be easily changed, he said the
efficiency of the end product
can be improved.
"Capitol can't be changed
overnight, but technology is
fluid ... it's not a fixed element," Ross said.
Ross said 95 percent of the
technological effort in the
field of energy has been devoted to energy supply and
development in the past 12

years. In the future, money
should be used for more efficient use of energy.
"A small investment in efficiency yields great gain," he
said.
Ross co-directed the American Physical Society's study
of efficient energy used in
1974. Recently, he has been a
part of the Mellon Institute's
project team investigating
energy productivity, and has
worked for the Alliance to
Save Energy on industrial
investment in energy efficiency.
Ross's lecture was sponsored by the department of
Shysics and astronomy and
le Center for Environmental
Programs in cooperation with
the Environmental Interest
Group.
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Vehicles left
in campus lots
prey for theft
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

Several thousand cars are parked in University parking lots,
and there is always going to be a problem with thefts and
vandalism, according to Bill Bess, director of Public Safety.
Figures are not available for September, but during August
five vehicle-accessory thefts were reported, seven cars were
damaged by vandalism, and two cars were stolen and later
recovered.
"If you don't have to have a car, don't bring one to campus,"
Bess said, adding that the several thousand automobiles represent opportunities for thefts and vandalism to occur.
Bess said University Police officers patrol campus parking
lots on a regular schedule, with an occasional unscheduled
patrol. Officers also make rounds on foot.
Big events such as this weekend's Homecoming are both
primary opportunities for thefts and opportunities for police to
increase patrols, Bess said
"We occasionally put officers in the parking lots when we
think problems are likely to occur,"Bess said.
"IF YOU have to bring a car, check on it regularly, park in a
well-lighted area and don't keep valuables in sight,' Bess said.
He said he would advise students to put stereos and other
valuables in the trunk of the car or take valuables with them to
their rooms.
He said students should also look for suspicious activity in
parking lots. "If somebody appears to be working on their car, it
might be they're working on stealing someone else's car."
If student's don't need cars on campus, the student bus system
can be used, Bess said.
Lot 12 north of the Moore Musical Arts Center has been a
trouble spot for theft and vandalism this semester, Bess said.
License plates are a common attraction to thieves, and many
times gasoline is siphoned, Bess said.
Several stereos have also been stolen from vehicles this
semester.
Bess said Parking and Traffic division is considering increasing their manpower in the parking lots.
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Insurance policy assessed
Mandatory insurance for foreign students enforced
"This policy will be strictly
enforced for the international
students' sake. Most universities require
international students have some kind
of health insurance in case of any
accidents."
- Mary Edmonds, vice president of
student affairs

by Jared O. Wadley
copy editor

An automobile accident involving international students
last year in Canada prompted
the re-evaluation of health insurance policies for international
students at the University this
year.
Mary Edmonds, vice president of student affairs, said several international students
attending the University of Toledo were in an automobile accident, but they didn't have any
health insurance.
She said even though international students at the University
are required to have some kind
of health insurance during
school, the automobile accident
alerted the Office of Student
Affairs to make sure international students were covered at
all times.
"This policy will be strictly
enforced for the international
students' sake," Edmonds said.
"Most universities require international students have some
kind of health insurance in case
of any accidents."
International students' insurance was one of the topics of the
National Association for Foreign Student Affairs 38th annual
conference in San Antonio,
Texas, during the summer.
JTJJJAN STEVENSON, program coordinator for the convention, said it was noted that
institutions should make health
insurance mandatory rather
than stating it as a requirement.
Steve Hamood, student insur-

Beirut
O Continued from page 1.
son, Tared.
Islamic Jihad, which espouses
the fundamentalist teachings of
Iran's Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, has said it holds at least
three other American hostages.
U.S. Embassy spokesman
Christopher English said the
embassy "does not have many
details about it (the kidnapping)
now."
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ance advisor for international
students, said his job is to make
sure international students realize that insurance is necessary
to remain at the University.
He said some students come to
the United States with insurance
from their parents or from their
governments.
Students who are covered by
their parents' or their government's policies must have those
policies approved by the University's Health Center, Hamood
However, if students don't obtain insurance from home, they
can sign up for insurance from
Parker ana Parker Co. or International Underwriters/Brokers
Inc.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of
Health Services, said the health
service advisory committee receives proposals from several
insurance companies.
The committee is made up of
the administration, faculty and
students, Kaplan said.
The committee evaluates and
selects the best ones for the
students, he said.
Kaplan also said that the committee sends mailing label with
the students' address to the prospective companies so they can
AT THE State Department in
Washington, spokesman Bernard Kalb said, "We call on
those who may be holding Mr.
Reed as well as the other foreign
hostages in Lebanon to release
their captives immediately. We
remind them further that we
hold them responsible for the
well-being of their captives."
Police quoted family friends
as saying Reed was kidnapped
at 11:15 a.m.
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"I PROVIDE the companies
with a cover letter which remends this insurance which was
approved by the committee,"
Kaplan said.
Parker and Parker was one of
the companies recommended by
the committee for the students.
Hamood said the cost for the
Parker and Parker plan for students is $69, and a student and
spouse pay $129. Both payments
are good for three months.
Lavanita Almenent, secretary
of the client department for Parker and Parker Co. in Dallas
said there is no way of '.mowing
how many University students
apply for the Parker and Parker
insurance policy.
She said the company receives
3,000 applications daily from
students across the nation.
Hamood said if an international student doesn't respond to
University inquiries about
which policy he wants, he is
automatically placed on the
Parker and Parker plan.
Besides the Parker and Parker policy, international students can apply for the
International Under

THE WASH.

ALTHOUGH THE policy insures the student almost anywhere, Hamood said some of
things that are not covered by
(he policy include treatment
of congenital conditions; claims
for examinations or prescription
of eyeglasses or hearing aids;
and claims arising from participation in club or interscholastic
sports.
"This is best policy of the two
in terms of cost and policy
limit," be said. "The majority of
international students apply for
Underwriters policy."
Douglas Daye, director of international programs, said 96
percent of international students
took care of their insurance
problems easily and quickly this
year.
The remaining 4 percent had
been contacted by them, with no
response, and automatically enrolled in the Parker and Parker
plan, he said.
If an international student
doesn't pay for his insurance, he
faces the same fate most University students encounter for
an unpaid bill.
If the student doesn't pay the
insurance, his records can be
frozen, housing can be
cancelled, or his diploma can be
withheld. Hamood said.

Nicaragua
D Continued from page 1.

ern Nicaragua. He was dressed in the mud-stained denim pants and
jacket he wore when captured.
Yesterday's edition of Barricada carried a full-page photograph of
Hasenfus being led through the jungle by a robe tied around his
hands. Its headline said: '"The defeat of RamboHasenfus."
IN ITS description of the capture, Barricada said Hasenfus
dropped two pistols and a knife when members of the army patrol
ordered him to surrender.
Lt. Col. Roberto Calderon, chief of the southern military district,
said the government was considering whether to put Hasenfus on
trial. He did not cite specific charges.
He said the plane carried 60 Soviet-made automatic rifles, 100,000
rounds of ammunition, dozens of rocket-propelled grenades and
other military equipment.
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send the insurance policy to the
students.

writers/Brokers Inc. insurance
policy.
A student must pay $19 per
month for this plan, and a student and spouse pay $45 per
month. Hamood said this policy
is good anywhere in the world,
except in one's home country.
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Education program starts IFC, Panhel may move
Toledo school opens to Gniversty teaching center Greek Week to spring
by Nancy Leffel

reporter
The University has established its first student teaching
center for secondary education
majors in an inner-city school in
Toledo.
Five University students are
currently working part-time at
Toledo's Libbey High School.
Beginning Oct. 16, the student
teachers will be there on a full. time basis.
. Margaret Ishler, director of
field experiences for the College
. of Education, said Libbey High
School was chosen as the site for
the center because of its racial
balance.

"The school is 50 percent
black and 50 percent white, and
that provides a more realistic
setting for the student teachers," Ishler said. She also said
that the urban setting will give
the student teachers a chance to
work with many different types
of students.
"The students at Libbey come
from very different cultural,
racial ana socioeconomic backKounds, and teaching there will
a very positive experience for
the them, she said.
There are some negative stereotypes connected with innercity schools, and that makes
some students wary of coming
into the school, Libbey principal

BG News'Gayle Hammon
Anne Dunne, senior secondary education major, is one of live
University students who are student-teaching in Toledo. Dunne is
teaching American history.

i

Bill Shafer said.
SOME STUDENTS believe
that urban schools could be dangerous, and that scares them, he
said.
"I feel that the center will
alleviate the fears and misconceptions that students might
have prior to coming to Libbey,"
Shafer said.
Steven Detmer, senior secondary education major, was apprehensive about teaching in an
urban setting.
"Going to Libbey was definitely a culture-shock for me,
but ft has been one of the best
experiences I've ever had," he
said."It has been a challenge."
The students at Libbey are
very receptive to having the
student teachers around.
"I think Steve is very bright
and he motivates us to achieve
in this class," Shawn Hughes, a
Libbey student, said. "He is a
good teacher."
Senior secondary education
major Theresa Grossheim said
she heard many negative things
about the school, but found them
to be untrue.
"Libbey is not a threatening
environment like people seem to
think, and the students there are
very receptive to us," she said.
"If I can teach at a school as
diverse as Libbey, I think I'll be
able to teach anywhere."
Anne Dunne, senior secondary
education major, said she gets a
lot of respect from the students
and the faculty.
"I AM still trying to get adjusted to being the teacher instead of being the student, but
the faculty has been very encouraging and supportive, she
said. Dunne said she believes
her attitudes have changed
since she has been at the school.
"Because I have been at Libbey and enjoyed it, I can see
myself teaching at an inner-city
school after I graduate," Dunne
said.
According to Sylvia Huntley,
assistant professor of education
and on-site supervisor of the
Libbey student teachers, having
experience in an inner-dry
school will increase the chances
for employment.

by John Meola
staff reporter

bers said.

A motion was made at Tuesday's meeting of the
Panhellenic Council to discuss making Greek
Week a spring event instead of a fall event.
Many reasons were cited for wanting to move
the event to spring.
"People feel over-programmed in the fall.
There are many philanthropic events taking place
and there's no time for preparing for Greek
Week," said Amy McLean, president of Delta
Gamma sorority.
She also said, "People would have a chance to
make more friends in the greek system by the
spring and Greek Week would become a truly allgreek event."
Greek Week also conflicts with fraternity rush,
McLean said. Greek Week this year took place in
September, just after the fraternities finished
their rush.
If Greek Week were to be moved, the next one
would have to take place in the spring of 1988 since
it would be impractical to have two Greek Weeks
in the 1986-87 school year, council members said.
The motion was tabled pending further discussion. Greek Week could not be moved without
discussing the issue with the fraternities, mem-

by Beth Murphy
copy editor
Tuition payments made by
University students include $193
for "general fees," but most
students probably do not stop to
wonder where that money goes.
Numerous campus organizations rely on programming
funds from the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations. The decision on how the
money is divided involves several steps, according to Bob Arrowsmith, assistant vice
president of student affairs and
chairman of ACGFA.
Budget request forms are sent
to organizations that already
receive funding, and newspaper
advertisements let other organizations know forms are available. Groups propose budgets
that are examined by a budget
hearing committee composed of

MARK'S PIZZA;
$5.95 LARGE
2 ITEM PIZZA

$6 Haircut

four undergradutes-at-large and
one graduate student-at-large.
A representative from each
University organization appears
before the committee to discuss
the group's proposed budget.
Allocations are then voted on
and sent to ACGFA for recommendations. Appeals from the
groups are then considered, and
the final allocations are sent to
the University president and
Board of Trustees for approval.
Although the budgets remain
fairly consistent, "through the
years organizations have been
added to the list of those already
funded, and more money has
been gradually allocated for
existing budgets," Arrowsmith
said.
FOR THE 1986-87 school year,
ACGFA has $314,750 to divide

among the approved organizations. The largest portion, 35.6
percent, is given to University
uitramurals for equipment and
officials, according to Arrowsmith.
Eight University organizations have a student representative on the committee.
One such group is the Latino
Student Union. Manny Vadillo,
director of Minority Student
Services and LSU advisor, said
volunteers for the position are
screened on their merits and
four requirements apply.
"(A student) must be in good
standing, must be at least a
junior, must be actively involved in the Latino Student
Union and some other organization and must be aware of what
ACGFA is about," Vadillo said.
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"Passbooks" offer discounts from Bowling
Green-area merchants.
O'Dell said that an organization could easily
make $1,000 by selling the books, which are priced
at $29.95 each.
"It's hard for us to reach the students by phone.
Therefore, we would like to have a couple of
groups here on campus sell the books for us,"
O'Dell said.
"Passbooks" have been sold in the Bowling
Green area for four years.
Another proposal was made to the council last
night by Mike and Gayl Pearson, creators of the
BGSU Trivia game.
The Pearsons proposed that fraternities and
sororities offer copies of the game for sale between Homecoming and Parents Day.
The game is the University version of the
popular Trivial Pursuit game.

Groups aided by fees

THE MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON

I

IN OTHER business, council heard a proposal
for a fundraising opportunity offeree! by
Passbook, a Bowling Green-based company.
Ryan O'Dell, a junior partner in Passbook, told
the council about the company's gift-certificate
book.
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Co-op program
offers experience Prof steers pollution reseach
by Arto Woodley
reporter

In today's crowded job market, many employers demand
that graduating students have
some type of practical work
experience -but students sometimes have problems finding a
Job relating to their major in
order to get that experience.
The University Cooperative
Education Program helps students gain practical work experience by matching up qualified
students with organizations
seeking to fill full-and part-time
positions.
David Stanford, assistant coop director, said the program is
geared toward individual development.
"The program helps students
find quality work before they
graduate," he said. "There are
a number of advantages, but
more importantly, we offer students real-world experience.
That's more than they can get
from any class."
Carol Kreienkamp, co-op secretary, said available positions
may
lay be either part- or full-time
and
ndlilast for a semester or more.
"Students can even alternate a
semester of study with a semester of working in a co-op position," she said.
Stanford said the co-op office
is in contact with 600 to 900
employers in various career
fields.
"The majority of our placements are in business, ana there
is a big demand in management," he said. "Right now
we're working on more opportunities for interpersonal communication majors."
IN ADDITION to practical
experience, Stanford said the
program helps prepare students
mentally for future employment.
"Having a co-op helps students understand the politics in
the workplace," he said. "That's
why some students have problems when they enter the job
market - they lack understanding."

"The program helps
students find quality
work before they
graduate. There are a
number of advantages,
but more importantly, we
offer students realworld experience. . ."

- David Stanford
Stanford said the program has
been successful and the response from the student body
has been positive.
"Students who have participated in the program said it was
the best part of their college
careers," she said.
Comments from employers on
University students have been
generally positive as well, although Stanford said in some
cases, there has been a problem
with student employees showing
up to work on time.
"The lack of punctuality can
be attributed to the college atmosphere," he said. "Once students finish school, they'll
realize the importance of being
on time."
He added the immediate goals
of the co-op office are to make
the program more available to
the student body and to increase
awareness of the services it offers.
IT ALSO helps students develop resumes and provides
practice in interview techniques. These services are designed to help University
students compete in an increasingly competitive job market.
Stanford said that in the future, students may need to participate in the program in order
to meet employer requirements.
"By 1990 at least 25 percent of
all students will need work experience before being hired by any
employer. The only way to get
this experience is through a coop," he said.
The co-op office is located on
the second floor of the Administration Building, and available
positions are posted within the
office.

by Brett A. Arbogast
reporter
Despite the fact that the United States and the Soviet Union
are political adversaries, scientists from both nations, including
a University professor, are working together to solve pollution
problems common to the two countries.
Reginald Noble, chair of biological sciences, heads a joint
U.S/Soviet effort which has been studying the effects of air and
water pollution on vegetation. Noble has led the team since 1962.
"My role is to promote research and to exchange information
between scientists working on similar projects, he said. The
University has sponsored Noble's work since 1979.
His activities include research in electron microscopy and its
relationship to acid rain, and the physiological study of air
Uution as it affects photosynthesis, a process through which
i is transformed into food for plants.
; July, Noble testified for the U.S. Environmental
lion Agency to the House Foreign Affairs Sub-committee
on Europe and the Middle East. He was selected because of his
international reputation on studying the effects of air pollutants
on forests and other vegetation.
NOBLE SAID the main concern of the House committee was
that the Soviets were the main benefactors of the joint research
effort.
"It's a pleasure to work with scientists, no matter their
nationality," he said. "But it is a bit frustrating because of some
of the obstacles placed by each government.'"
Noble was introduced to the head of the Soviet delegation in
1978 by Leon Dochinger of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
He has been to the Soviet Union twice, the first time in 1979.
A visit by the Soviet delegation is planned for later this year.
The University is is among the universities being considered for
a visit, which would be composed of meetings and discussion of
future research and ideas, Noble said.
"The object of the first meeting will be to coordinate research
endeavors at universities and academic research institutions in
both countries." he said.
Noble added that he enjoys working with researchers on
common problems.
"Everyone will gain through research," he said.

Reginald Noble

by Rick Senator
reporter

Comic books aren't just for
kids anymore.
Nick Scott, who opened King's
Comics. 128 E. Wooster St., in
September, said comic books
are written for college-level
readers, and some comics are
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aimed even higher.
"They are (primarily) directed toward young adults and
more mature readers," he said.
When comic books were introduced in the 1930s, Scott said,
they were geared toward children.
"My theory is that as the
original readers and writers got
older, the story lines also matured," he said.
According to Scott, comicbook collecting has become
more popular in the past three to
five years.

"You wouldn't have seen a
specialty shop devoted totally to
comic books ten years ago, he
said. "There are nine stores in
Toledo, and apparently there is
a market to support them."
Scott said there is no typical
comic-book collector. He said
collectors are male and female,
and encompass all ages ami
income levels.
"Some are serious collectors
of back issues. There are others
that just come in and read
them, he said.
SCOTT SAID there are comic

*

CATCH THE SPIRIT
Today:
GET A CLUE—find the Homecoming Button, Tune in
WFAL
6:30pm • Finals of all campus Eucher Tournament, Off
Campus Student Center
8pm - Homecoming Mixer -Crucial DBC's last BG Appearance,
$1, Ballroom
8pm - MSA Fashion & Talent Show, NE Commons

BG News/Gayte Hamtnon
Matt Chapala, freshman business major, looks for a favorite comic
book at Kings Comics.

*
ft

*

9-5 register for 7.6K Run (held Saturday), Rec Center
6:30pm - GET SNAKED - join Freddy & Frieda, the Band,
Cheerleaders, SIC SIC, and a cast of thousands, as the snake
grows. Banners and DO DAS lead the way.
- Art Show, Off Campus Student Center
7:00pm - Black Greek Council Stomp Down, Kobacher Hall
8:00pm - Pep Rally - Moe and the team, cheerleaders, band,
more, all at College Park. Catch the SNAKE to the Rally
8:15 - Bon Fire - THE BIG BURN, College Park
8:30 - BANG! - What has 400 parts and last 4 minutes? The
Homecoming Fireworks display, College Park
11:00pm - Black Greek Council Dance, NE Commons

*
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books which cater to a variety of
different interests, including science fiction, fantasy and superheroes.
Comic books serve a purpose,
Scott said. "When you reap
something that is totally different from the world, it gives you a
temporary means of escape." j
DC Comics was the first comk
book publisher and remains the
largest, he said. Its first titles
were Superman, Batman and
Flash, all of which sold for a
nickel or a dime.
DC and Marvel Comics account for 250 of the current titles, while alternative presses
distribute the rest. The alternative press is a new phenomenon
which Scott said is gaining popularity.
"People are popping up overnight to get a piece of the increasing market," he said.
"They often produce low-quality
books that will eventually fail/'
He added that the alternative
press is no competition for the
major companies.
King's has a stock of over 12 000 back issues. They also sell
350 different titles of current
issues priced from 50 cents to
$1.50.
Scott has collected and traded
comic books as a hobby since he
was a child. He bought King's
Comics in Toledo from a friend a
year and a half ago. He opened
the Bowling Green branch because there was no place in the
area for collectors to buy back
issues and smaller titles.
"TLL TRY it for a year and
see if it works out," he said.
Scott is not in the business lust
to make money. "Money aside,
it's my hobby and I like what I
do," he said. "I look forward to
each day."

A Job Well Done
^f Congratulations to UAO's
committee members of the month.
Administrative
Howard Shreve
Cathy Stopek

Friday:

*

BG News/Rob Upton

Comic audience 'growing*
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■

Exhibits
Rita Turner
Mike Pollock
Jane Stein
Leah Herner
Kathy Dow

News A Views/Lectures
Darlene Shutty
Performing Arts
Scott Henricks
Laura Gallaway
Public Relations
Gary Kappelman

Publications
Mary Shaut

Publicity
Laura Boone
Dan Pheres
Recreation
Dave Uilmo
SpojUghl
Joe Slagle
Betsy Stuart
lEgxel
The entire
.
travel committee

Special thanks to: Scott Hendricks for a fantastic job at Fallfesjt.

Elsewhere
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USX takeover bid offers hope

Ohio pot crops
target of bust

But union remains obstinate on stand in labor dispute
PITTSBURGH (AP)-Carl
Icahn's proposed takeover of
USX Corp. has United Steelworkers officials hopeful "new
management can only be better
than the existing management,"
but analysts said Thursday the
New York financier may not be
the union's white knight.
The USW is standing firm in a
7(May-old labor dispute that has
idled 22,000 steel workers and
threatens the livelihood of an
additional 20,000 laid-off workers at the nation's largest steelmaker.
Icahn, who claims be will

manage the steel and energy
giant if his $7.97 billion bid is
successful, appears to be a refreshing change because USX
and the USW are so far apart on
both economic and philosophical
issues, said union spokesman
Gary Hubbard.
"It can't get tougher than it
already is." Hubbard said. "If
you're up to your elbows in alliStors, you nave no where to
n than to climb out of the pit.
And that's how our members
feel. They're in the pit"
USX, formerly United States
Steel Corp., has been taking a
strong stance against the steel

workers' demands. Chairman
David Roderick is demanding
hard wage and benefit concessions to keep the company competitive with other
manufacturers, but has refused
to offer profit sharing, which the
union wants in exchange.
IN ADDITION, the sides are
far apart on company proposals
to combine Jobs and contract
some work outside mill gates,
Hubbard said.
Icahn, who took on the unions
when he took over Trans World
Airlines, disclosed Monday in a
Securities and Exchange Commission filing that he favors

giving workers an equity stake
in USX's USS steel division in
exchange for wage and benefit
concessions.
"At TWA, it's true, he did
resist the flight attendants' position in the bargaining process.
But he did arrive at a settlement
that was approved by the membership of the other unions,"
Hubbard said.
"There are some who feel
Icahn is no different than Roderick in management style. But
there have to be some differences or he wouldn't have made
the (equity ownership) proposition," be said.

Emergency spending bill approved
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House passed
an emergency spending bill yesterday after
President Reagan told Democrats that their
insistence on strategic arms restrictions is
threatening a government shutdown.
With the federal spending authority expiring at midnight, the House, 264 to 151, passed
and sent to the Senate a two-day stopgap bill
to forestall a government crisis until tomorThe short-term measure would continue
current spending policies while lawmakers
struggle to complete action on the vetothreatened long-term measure. It was the
second emergency stopgap bill since fiscal
1967 began Oct. 1.
However, administration officials said
even the brief extension might be vetoed. A
provision designed to help tired air traffic

controllers is opposed by the administration, and the White House also wanted to see
progress on the arms control issues, said Ed
Dale, a spokesman for the Office of Management and Budget.
Reagan yesterday rejected an offer by
Democrats to delay their arms confrontation until after the president's summit in
Iceland this weekend with Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev.
"WHAT GOOD would that do?" Reagan
asked. "The man I'm talking to across the
table would know that all he has to do is wait
and the Congress will help him do their
work."
Among other things, House Democratic
leaders are trying to derail administration
plans to violate limits in the unratified SALT
II treaty. Reagan contends the provisions,
which also include a nuclear weapons test

ban and restrictions on antisatellite weapons tests, would tie his hands
in talks with the Soviets.
"Why the president is so adamant about it
is something I cannot understand," said
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., DMass. "I would hate to see, because of the
stubbornness of the president, that he shut
down the government while he is up there
(in Iceland)," O'Neill said.
"We are doing everything in our power to
avoid a confrontation, said House Majority
Leader Jim Wright, D-Texas. "If one occurs, it will be of nis making and his choosing.
"We've been at great pains to try to help
the president. But, if the price is we must
back off and allow him unilaterally to scrap
Salt H ... and start the arms race all over
again, that's the sticking point"

SKI JACKSON HOLE WITH |&
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si.oo deposit required
with sign-up

CINCINNATI (AP) - While
farmers are hustling to get
their crops in before cold
weather sets in, marijuana
growers are doing the same
thing. And authorities know
it
Law enforcement agencies
say it's an ideal time to crack
down on the illegal pot.
"We've been doing it since
the first week in August,"
Bob Tenenbaum of the Ohio
attorney general's office said
of the aerial surveys, which
should continue through October.
On Monday, Kentucky
State Police and national
guardsmen conducted
statewide aerial marijuana
raids and found 34 fields with
a combined yield of about 27,000 plants estimated to be
worth $27 million. Tenenbaum said figures are not yet
available on the amount of
this year's confiscated Ohio
harvest, but the amount confiscated last year totaled (42
million.
Increasingly, police say
they face two new problems
posed by the home-grown
weed: Horticultural and botanical development has created a more powerful
substance, and production is
up because the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Agency has
made it more difficult to import.

January 3-11

THE IMPROVED pot gives
a stronger high, which worries some authorities who
fear intensifying marijuana's
potential harmful effects and
the greater potential for intoxicated activity and addiction.
"It's good old-fashioned
American ingenuity," said
Jeff Edwards, spokesman for
the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana
Laws. The educational nonprofit group based in Washington estimates 60 percent of
the marijuana consumed in
the United States in 1985 was
grown here, compared with
43 percent in 1964 and 35 percent in 1983.
"The trend is toward domestic marijuana," said
Capt. Michael Duncan, head
of narcotics for the Kentucky
State Police. The state has
seized 1.2 million marijuana
plants this year, one of tne top
enforcement campaigns in
the country.
Edwards, based on data his
group collects, claims Kentucky marijuana growers
earned $850 million from
marijuana sales last year, the
fourth-highest total nationally. He said that makes marijuana Kentucky's top cash
crop.
Ohio growers earned $275
million last year, he said,
while Indiana marijuana producers netted $125 million.

************

* includes round trip bus transportation
* lodging at Jackson Hole Racquet Club Con inmlnlu
* 4-day lift ticket
* 2 parties
;********

SIGN-UPS BEGIN MONDAY

For More into call 2-2343
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Babies kept in hospital longer than necessary Prosecutors must divulge evidence in Demjanjuk case
MOSCOW (AP) - The official
Soviet news agency Tass reported yesterday that an American cancer researcher defected
to the Soviet Union after being
fired from his job because he
opposed U.S. foreign policy.
The news agency said Arnold
Lokshin, his wife and three children arrived in Moscow yesterday after being granted political
asylum.
Tass said Lokshin was a 47year-old biochemist and oncologist who headed the cancer
research laboratory at St. Joseph's Hospital in Houston,
Texas, from 1980 until last
month.
The man identified as
Lokshin, a woman identified as
his wife, Lauren, and three children were shown on the Soviet
television evening news. Speaking in English, he told TV viewers that he and his wife had
opposed the Vietnam War and
had fought for social justice in
the United Stales ever since.
Lokshin was quoted as telling

Tass he and his wife made a
"very difficult" decision to
leave the United States after
being persecuted for waging "an
active struggle against the dangerous aspects of the foreign
policy of the Republican administration."
LOKSHIN WAS quoted as saying that he had brought with him
examples of what ne claimed
were FBI measures against his
family.
He said the family's telephone
conversations were tapped, private mail opened, that they were
followed and received provocative phone calls, Tass reported.
"This all finished with my
being fired and threatening to
physically destroy me, together
with my three children, the oldest of whom is 15," Lokshin was
quoted as saying.
"Lauren and I are deeply
thankful to Soviet authorities
that they deemed it possible to
grant us political asylum," he
was quoted as saying.
"Obviously, not everything
that lies before us will be easy

and simple, and perhaps one of
the main difficulties will be to
master the Russian language
quickly and sufficiently fully,"
he was quoted as saying.
Lokshin praised Soviet research into cancer and said he
was ready to make a contribution, Tass said.
The news agency said Lokshin
had done research work at Harvard University and the University of South Carolina in addition
to working in Houston. It said he
held a doctorate in philosophy
and a bachelor's degree in biochemistry.
Jack Byrd, a spokesman for
St. Joseph's Hospital, said
Lokshin was once an employee,
but had not worked there for the
last six weeks.
BYRD SAID Lokshin worked
in the cancer research facility,
but could not say how long he
was employed or describe his
duties.
Debra Allen, a spokeswoman
for the University of South Carolina, said Lokshin had not done
any work at the school.

Reagan to stand firm on 'Star Wars' at summit
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Reagan intends to stand
firm on his "Star Wars" plan
and urge an 80-percent slasn in
Soviet nuclear missiles in Asia
at his meeting with Mikhail Gorbachev in Iceland, an administration official said yesterday.
If the Soviet leader agrees to
make concessions on the missiles, Reagan and Gorbachev
probably will emerge from their
session in Reykjavik this weekend with a framework for a
treaty to sharply reduce U.S.
and Soviet nuclear missiles in
Europe, the official said.
Also, the president and the
general secretary are likely to
set a date for a full-scale summit
meeting in Washington in December, said the official, who
demanded anonymity.
But Reagan does not intend to
negotiate with Gorbachev about
the U.S. Strategic Defense Initiative, known popularly as Star

Wars, and he is not expected to
make much headway with the
Soviet leader toward reducing
long-range U.S. and Soviet nuclear weapons.
The State Department advised
the president to seek a compromise with Gorbachev on their
views of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty, the official said,
but Reagan rejected the advice.
The ABM treaty strictly limited U.S. and Soviet radar systems and other defenses against
missiles, to lessen chances of
nuclear war. Gorbachev asked
Reagan in a letter last month to
promise to keep the treaty alive
tor up to 15 years.
THE SOVIETS contend the
accord prohibited the testing
and deployment on Star Wars
nuclear and other futuristic devices in space. Reagan, on the
other hand, proposed to Gorbachev in a letter in July that the
two countries proceed with anti-

missile defenses in 7^4 years.
The State Department saw a
basis for a compromise between
the two positions, but other U.S.
agencies persuaded the president that the two stands were in
conflict, the official said.
Reagan met with his senior
advisers Tuesday at the White
House and reaffirmed his intention to ask Gorbachev for better
treatment of dissidents and
other Soviet citizens.
Secretary of State George
Shultz said yesterday that Reagan would look Gorbachev "in
the eye" and warn him that
without an improved human
rights atmosphere in the Soviet
Union, there would be no lasting
improvement in U.S.-Soviet relations.
Morris Abram, chairman of
the National Conference on Soviet Jewry, said the organization had provided names of
"refuseniks" denied permission
to emigrate and a list of "prisoners of coscience."

JERUSALEM (AP)-A district court ordered Israeli prosecutors yesterday to allow the
attorney of retired Ohio autoworker John Demjanjuk access
to evidence they plan to present
at his trial on charges of Nazi
war crimes.
The order followed demands
by Demjanjuk's lawyer, Mark
O'Connor, to see Israel's proof
that his client was the sadistic
Nazi guard "Ivan the Terrible"
who ran gas chambers at the
Treblinka concentration camp
in German-occupied Poland.
Demjanjuk, 66, maintains he
has been mistakenly identified
as the Nazi guard. O Connor has
contended that the real Ivan was
killed during a prisoner uprising
at Treblinka in 1943.
"I haven't seen a shred of
evidence," he told reporters outside the courthouse, complaining that the prosecution
was concealing documents from
him.
The district court's three-page
ruling, handed down during a
one-hour pre-trial hearing, or-

dered the prosecution to give
O'Connor "all the investigative
material related to this trial" by
Oct. 31.
It said a trial date could not be
set before O'Connor saw the
prosecution file. Another hearing was scheduled for Nov. 17,
but the trial was not expected to
begin before December.
DEMJANJUK WAS extradited from the United States in
February and indicted last
month on charges of Nazi war
crimes and crimes against humanity committed at Treblinka,
where about 900,000 Jews and
others were killed.
Demjanjuk, who lived for
years in the middle-class Cleveland suburb of Seven Hills, was
stripped of his U.S. citizensnip In
1981.
O'Connor said he would appeal to Israel's Supreme Court
to order Demjanjuk's release on
the grounds that he is not the
man named in the indictment.
The indictment names the accused as Ivan John Demjanjuk,
but O'Connor contends his client
is simply John Demjanjuk.

"The imprisonment is false.
The indictment is fatally flawed
because it doesn't identify the
accused," he said.
O'Connor also complained He
had no Israeli legal assistant
and said the Israeli lawyers who
had agreed to work with him
quit after what he called "public
pressure." He did not elaborate.
He said he had turned down
offers of assistance from Palestinian lawyers because he
wanted to leave "the Arab-Israeli conflict out of the trial."
O'Connor said Demjanjuk's
wife, Vera, had received death
threats by telephone and in the
mail at her home in Cleveland
He said this made him fear for
his own life.
"BECAUSE OF these threats
of violence we are obviously
going to ask for some security
guards," he said.
Meanwhile, an Americanbased bishop of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church said he had not
been granted permission to visit
Demjanjuk at the Ayalon maximum-security prison, near Tel
Aviv.

American family defects to G.S.S.R., Tass reports
BOSTON (AP)-Many premature babies are kept in the
hospital several days longer
than necessary while their parents, with a little training from a
nurse, could be caring for them
at home and saving thousands of
dollars in medical costs, a new
study concludes.
Babies in newborn intensive
care units are among the most
expensive of all hospital patients. Their first weeks of life
can sometimes cost hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
The new study, conducted at
the University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine, found that
sending small but healthy babies home early could reduce
their medical charges by onefourth.
One expert cautioned that the
findings might be used as an
excuse to force babies out of
hospitals before they are ready
to leave. However, Dorothy
Brooten, a nurse who directed
the study, said she does not think
this will happen.
"Physicians as well as nurses

are not about to take chances
discharging infants who are
unstable," she said in an interview.
Instead, she said, many infants could benefit from early
discharge, because they would
be with their parents sooner and
would have less exposure to
hospital-spread infections.
THE STUDY, published in today's New England Journal of
Medicine, was conducted on 79
infants whose weight at birth
averaged about 2% pounds.
Before they were considered
for early release, the babies
were well, had no breathing
problems and could feed by
nipple and stay in an open crib.
Of those, half were released as
soon as they met the criteria;
the others were kept in the hospital until they grew to at least
4.8 pounds.
A nurse was assigned to work
with the parents of the early
discharge babies. She showed
them how to take care of their
babies, and she visited their
homes to make sure that the
conditions were adequate for the

newborns.
After the babies were sent
home, she visited them regularly, and she was available
every day to answer telephone
calls from the parents.
The babies in the experimental program were discharged
after 47 days in the hospital, an
average of 11 days earlier than
the other infants. Their weight
averaged 4.5 pounds.
During 18 months of follow-up,
the babies discharged early did
(list as well as those who stayed
onger. There were no statistically significant differences in
the number of hospitalizations,
doctor visits or other problems
between the two groups.
THE COMBINED hospital
and physician charges were
$53,453 for the early-discharge
group and $72,589 for those who
stayed longer. The cost of the
follow-up nursing was $576 for
each infant sent Home early.
"If only half of the 36,000 low
birth weight infants born in the
U.S. each year were disharged
early, savings could be $334 million," the researhers wrote.
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products available
9-5:30 Mon.-Sat
9-8 Tfcnre.-Fri.

140 E. Wooster
352-0800
Offer Expires 11/1/86

Homecoming Specials
this weekend

LAST 3 DAYS!

Orange Sweaters Challis Skirts

^J\lever6 Aeweler6
th

3 styles

Asst. Prints

20% off

25% off

Oxford Shirts

Sweater Vests

Solids - Stripes

Entire Stock

30% off

25% off

Go Falcons
ZJne f-^owaer
525 RiJr Si.

68 Anniversary
- bridal sets

Sale—

2 and 3 piece matched sets
SAVE 20-30%
- closeout leather goods
by Rolfs & Buxton
SAVE 20%
- Lenox giftware
SAVE 20%
$25 gift certificate given away daily register today

^J\lever6 AewelerA
125 N. Main St.
"
353-6691
Open Thurs & Fri this week 'til 8pm
open Sat 'til 5pm

Win An All Expense Paid Weekend
To Detroit! (Nov 14,h - 15,h)

Includes: Hotel Accomodations
Theatre Tickets
Transportation
Enter the Ethnic Cultural Arts
Essay Contest
Guidelines: 300-500 word essay
Theme: Why do you think it is important to
experience Cultural diversity?
Deadline: October 30*1,4pm
in room 108 Shatzel Hall
Entries Include: Name, Address &
Phone Number ot Applicant
For Further Information call:
372-7123 or 372-2798
•
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BG looks to spend Spring Break on ice
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Falcon icers gunning
for second NCAA title

Kruzich:
at home
in goal

by Tom SkemMtz
assistant sports «dHor

Spring Break In Detroit.
white sands, open-air bars and belly-slam contests you won't find
in the "Motor City's" March calendar of special events.
But what the city can offer late in March - white ice, Joe Louis
Arena and the NCAA Hockey Championship - is just what Bowling
Green's hockey team might call the perfect working vacation.
"We've got a true shot at it because of the caliber of our team,"
left wing Iain Duncan said referring to this season's March 26-28
championship series. "We're just as good as we were my freshman
year when we won the whole thing."
Duncan, along with four current teammates, skated for the
Falcons in 1983-84 when BG defeated Minnesota-Duluth, 5-4, in four
overtimes to gain the national title.
Although none of the Falcons will go out on a limb and predict a
repeat of that feat, the optimism circling around campus couldn't be
moving at a higher r.p.m. level.
ONE LOOK at BG's season-ticket sales entering Saturday's Ice
Arena home-opener against Michigan tells the whole story.
Falcon Club members have purchased all reserved tickets for
every home game and each game is expected to sell out after
' students buy general admission tickets with All-Sports Passes.
Falcon followers know what it takes to be a winner, and when it
comes to knowledge, the University's hockey fans always receive a
passing grade.
They know every Falcon from last year's team returns with the
exception of graduate Jamie Wansbrough.
They know All-America goaltender Gary Kruzich is back in net
after trying out for the 1988 Olympics this summer.
They know BG led the Central Collegiate Hockey Association most
of last year and are picked by CCHA coaches to win the the league
title this season.
And most importantly, they know the Falcons, laden with talent
and experience, are more than a legitimate contender for the NCAA
title.
Anything less may be a disappointment for the Falcons and their
fans.
DESPITE ALL the expectations surrounding his team, head coach
Jerry York said the extra pressure won't choke the Falcons.
"I think it is a reflection of the talent we have on this team," York
said.' 'We certainly worked hard to earn it, but we've also got to earn
it during the season and prove that they were right about us."
Much of the CCHA coaches' prediction of a BG league title was
based on the fact the Falcons return 21 lettermen while losing only
Wansbrough. Although the right wing broke the CCHA scoring
record last season, York said someone else will accomodate for the
offensive loss.
"He had a great year for us and we will miss him," York said.
"But we have continual improvement among our offensive players.
There will be another Jamie Wanst rough."
Attempting to offset the loss of Wansbrough will be juniors Paul
Ysebaert and Brian McKee and senior Duncan.
Ysebaert, expected to center BG's second line, scored 25 goals, 45
assists and 68 points last season. The CCHA Rookie of the Year in
1984-85 said Wansbrough's absence will be felt, but the team will
Improve without him.
I "WE COMPLIMENTED each other really well, but he was a pure
goal scorer," Ysebaert said. "As a center, I have to set up goals as
well as score them. Everyone will pick up the slack, whether it be
Duncan, myself or someone else."
Duncan, BG's first-line left wing, tied defenseman McKee with 52
points last season. The co-captain said the added attention his team
Is receiving in the pre-season will only add to the excitement during
the regular campaign.
a See Hockey, page 11.

{""ForQUICK copies"
I see us. . . Jift Vice's

by Karl Smith
sports columnist

Some people love to have visitors in their home.
But enter Gary Kruzich's
home, and you might find yourself on the seat of your pants.
Bowling Green's senior goalie
doesn't take kindly to opponents
skating in front of his goal.
"I don't want a reputation as a
dirty goaltender, but don't come
in my crease, it's my home,"
Kruzich said. "I just want the
opponent to know that if they
come into the crease, they are
going to get hit."
At 5-5 and 173 pounds, Kruzich
is far from the most intimidating player on the Falcon roster.
But he gets a lot of support from
his team.

BG News/Alex Horvath
Bowling Green's Gary Kruzich has spent the last three years in the nets for the Falcons and calls the crease his
home. Kruzich, shown here during yesterday's practice In the BG Ice Arena, will be a pivotal part of the
Falcons drive for a national championship.

Red Sox even series
BOSTON (AP) - Dwieht
Evans' fifth-inning popup fell tor
a tie-breaking double and the
Boston Red Sox won the battle of
bad hops, blunders and bizarre
plays to beat the California Angels 9-2 yesterday to even the
American League playoffs at
one game apiece.

the game open with three runs in
the seventh, helped by three
errors, and three more runs in
the eighth, capped by Jim Rice's
two-run homer, to gain a split at
home in the first two games of
the best-of-seven series.
Game 3 was scheduled for
Friday night in Anaheim, site of
the next three meetings.

Every ball seemed like an
adventure in Fenway Park's
late afternoon sun and the swirling wind, and Evans' lucky
double in the fifth put them
ahead 3-2. The Red Sox broke

The Red Sox bunched seven
hits in the first two innings,
including a leadoff triple oy
Wade Boggs and a following
double by Marty Barrett, who

had three hits, but managed
only a 2-0 lead. Then, as the
shadows crept across the infield,
the Angels began creeping back
into the game and they eventually tied it in the fifth on Waliy
Joyner's home run, the first
ever by a rookie in a playoff
game.

"I'm a small goaltender and
some of the guys in this league
are pretty damn big," the Oak
Lawn, HI. native said. "But I
Sve a lot of credit to my team,
ey protect ine."
With bruisers like senior defenseman Todd Flichel and senior wing Iain Duncan, Kruzich
may get away with a little more
than most goalies.
"Sometimes I do pick on bigger guys because I have the
Flichels and Duncans on my
side," he said. "When someone
hits me, I'd hate to be the opponent."
BUT KRUZICH'S reputation
is based mostly on his stingy
goaltending, not his occasional
takedowns inside the crease.
Kruzich owns a lifetime 60-28-2
record and with a victory this
weekend will tie the school record for victories (61 held by
Wally Charko). He was third in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Assocation last year in goals
against and led the league in
D See Kruzich. page 10.

The
Arrangement
352-4101
181 S. Main
Bowling Green

352-4143

I
I
I
DART
TOURNEY
AAon., Oct. 13th at 7pm
Kaufman's Downtown
Pre-register at:
Pur-cell's Bike Shop
Sign up now for 4th Annual
BG Oaii League
Starts Oct. 13th
131 W. Wooster
352-6264
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If you need a lot
of copies, or just a
| few, our SUPER COPIER
I is the QUICK answer
with this coupon.

A\U/
iiiyi

\i only
l ^

4 /z <'« Convenient
2 a copy- Downtown
Location,
"A

111 South Main
Bowling Green, Ohio

Darcy

20% OFF

any one of the following
with Shelley or Darcy

haircuts, permanents,
highlighting, mainicures
expires 10-23-86

352-5762
Ll Ofla qood until Oct. 31. 1W6
113 Railroad St.
(next to Dorsey's Drug*)

352-8130

**>w 7 >-"• ***»»
Sunday

HOMECOMING
with
SAVINGS
on
FALL FASHIONS

I low Showing:

PARTS
oming flext li/fkl
Walt Disney's Sleeping Beauty
• The Money Pit
RENTAL RATES
Same Day
99*
(Must be m b«tor« 5 p m J

Overnight
VWeo Recorders

$

5.°°offany

purchase over $25.00
(includes sale merchandise)
This coupon not valid with any other coupon
Not valid on lay-away* or previous sales
faptna: 10/15/86

'1.99
'5.99

•••SPfCIAlS*"*
Sun overnight
Tues overnight
Thurs to Mon
Sat lo Mon

98'
2 lor 1
'3.49
>2.99

Member and Nonmember* Rentals
•Nonm«mb»rs mutt show motor credit cord
1093 N. Main behind Convenient Store
354-1401
Mon-Sat 10-10
Sun 10:30-8
Anwricon E«pr*»t. Phillip* 76, Union
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BG News/Alex Horvath
Bowling Gteen needs a big year from junior Paul Ysebaert (above) if
they hope to make their national title dreams come true.
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Kruzich

|un>of Pool lory (21 U Ml another long yao> far Iha ftkfcarlng Flamat

a Continued from page 9.
save percentage.
Overall, Kruzich posted a
23-11-0 record with a 3.48 GAA.
He earned first team All-America and All-CCHA honors. His
1043 saves are a school record.
Despite such numbers, Kruzich has a number of persona)
and team goals.
"My personal goal is to
hopefully win 30 games (the
school record is 32 Dy Charko)
and have my best season ever,"
he said. "Hopefully I can be a
nominee for the Hobey Baker
Award (college hockey's
MVP)."
Many of Kruzich's goals are
team goals, including a CCHA
championship and a trip to the
Final Four. But there's one
thing the Falcons must over-

come, according to the Falcon
goalie.
"For the last two years,
sometime in January, we hit a
losing skid," Kruzich said. "Our
team plays well for three-quarters of a year; we have to get by
the three-quarter skid mark and
get a couple of breaks."
ALTHOUGH KRUZICH depends on his teammates for protection and for their part in the
drive for the CCHA title, he said
he doesn't communicate much
with his team on the ice.
"I'm the kind of a goalie
who doesn't talk to the defense,"
Kruzich said. "The game is too
quick for me to tell them who's
open, it would just boggle theirmind. We have a good defenseand they'll do the job."
In addition to his teammates, Kruzich enjoys the fans

Mrronth ploco fmith lot I yoor. coach Vo" lalmonl* • racord In lour yoort k o dUmal 42105 4 and don t
•■pad a drott-c imaronvmonl ihn yoor two rotutmng goaltondart Jtm Hkkay (S.Ot goo) ond Irod Ryon
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goaliot Irani Smith (4 |l goo) ond 8.II Suhonak (S.S9) tpanl a lot ol lima tatting oH thot litlla rod light
bahind iha.' nat lot' yoor oHanta. on thoothor hond didn't thraaratumaat hod ISgooli latl yoor tiad
tor tha load among thot* coming bock Radthm hopat lla In tho botka'boH ond loolboM program.
■ o'l Smil'i

and the cheer of "Kruuuuz"
after every save. But he also
likes fans on the road.
"Fans on the road affect me a
lot, I like to shut them up," he
said. "I like to leave Michigan
State with 6,000 fans silent.
"At home, Section A (notoriously the most vocal group of
Falcon fans) will ask me questions and I'll raise my stick, it
keeps the fans involved and it
keep me involved. It gives me
that extra boost."
And while many hockey fans

would like to see BG's 3,400 seat
facility expanded, the Falcon
goalie is happy with the current
situation.
"I like our arena, we pack in
the fans and it's loud," Kruzich
said. "At Illinois-Chicago, they
have 9,000 seats and if 4,000 show
up, it's still like no one's there."
There's no place like home for
Kruzich, but remember to ask
politely before entering his
home.

CALL FOR APPLICANTS FOR WOMEN FOR WOMENSPONSORED POSITION ON ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
GENRAL FEE ALLOCATION (ACGFA)*

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

We encourage students who are sympathetic to the concerns of women and
have familarity with and understanding of women's issues to apply for the

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear

Women for Women-sponsored position on ACGFA.
Return tht application form by Monday, October 13:

as a member of the Army Nurse

Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton. NJ 07015. Or call toll free I-800-US A-ARMY.

The Women's Center
31SD Student Services Building
372-2281
I am Interested In applying for the Women for women-tponsorttd position on ACCFA.

Name.
PnOn#-

* ACOFA Is the committee responsible for recommending allocations of General Fee money to
student organizations.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

T
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IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE

W

I29S1 KRAMER RO

-ec -

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
THUDS. FBI. SAT.

"«

•Price: $20
(neecri to be peid upon esgnlssg up)

• Mandatory pre-trip meeting
Oct. 14 at 8 p.m.

893 S. MAIN

•??'s call 2-2343
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COME TO THE UAO
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TONIGHT
Oct 9,1986 8-llpra
Grand Ballroom
$1.00 admission at the door

This is Crucial DBC's last Campus Performance

BACKPACKING TR|P!!

sponsored by (ggjg)
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• At Pinckney Recreation Area, Michigan

MR. BOJANGLES

Tired of listening
to the same old dirges?

&

•October 17-19
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THE LAW

352-7031
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FEATURING

BG SLARGEST
ANO MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

u

The talk among Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
insiders is Michigan's sixthplace finish in the media poll.
Everyone seems to think the
Wolverines are a contender to
win it all. Unlike many
predictions I've made, I'm
playing it safe this year and
picking the Falcons to win it all.
It's easy to pick the home
team. It's easier to pick a team
that's top-heavy in experience.
But those aren't the reasons I'm
pickingthem.
The Falcons lead the league in
intangibles.
Bowling Green has the up-andcoming superstar in Paul
Ysebaert, who, like Tony
Dorsett, changed the
pronunciation of his name (from
EASE-bear to EYES-a-bart).
After living in the shadow of
Jamie Wansbrough for two
years, the former CCHA rookieof-the-year could be ready to
etch his name all over the record
book.
In addition to Ysebaert,
there's Gary Kruzich, who also
Oils the bill as the Jim
McMahon-type (no Fridges
here, however). You know, the
player who doesn't do things
quite the way you're supposed to
but is always the one to make
the big play.
KRUZICH HASN'T been seen
wearing headbands across
campus, but not many goalies

instigate scuffles the way he
does.
At 5-foot-S, he's also one of
those too-small players and,
more importantly, a fan
favorite.
Every team needs a bluecollar worker; the type that does
a steadv job, but never finds
himself in the limelight. Enter
co-captain Todd Flicnel. The
senior defenseman is the
cornerstone of the blueline corps
and does his job without the
glitter and glamour.
Then there's my personal
favorite type of player. Every
player needs an enforcer,
someone to keep the peace and
put the other team in pieces. The
Falcons have Iain Duncan and
there are few better. "Dune"
was the team's second-leading
Soal scorer (behind
Wansbrough) but was more well
known for his 100-plus penalty
minutes and ferocious checking.
For the camera, we have
Brian McKee, the recordbreaking defenseman. His
rocket-like slap shots and boyish
grin make him a natural for the
media.
Head coach Jerry York, while
not a Mike Ditka type, is in the
right mold for a championship
mentor. York's calm demeanor
resembles Tom Landry,
although he's not afraid to crack
a smile.
AND AFTER that, the
Falcons have the supporting
cast. Extra scoring comes from
Clarke Pineo, Brian Meharry
and Don Barber while Scott
Paluch adds to the defense.
The Falcons even have a team
image. After they broke the
NCAA's West Region record for
penalty minutes, they resemble
' See Personality, page 11.
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Student Recreation Center

7.6 K Homecoming Run
Sat. Oct. 11
8:30 a.m.
Registration Oct. 10 SRC main office
or 8:00 - 8:30 a.m. on Oct. 11
Faculty, Staff, Students & Alumni Welcome!
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Hockey

BG faces real soccer 'Aces'
IN THE GAME
by Matt Wlnkcl)ohn
(ports reporter

If you're looking to catch a
wave, you can find the real thing
this afternoon right here in
Bowling Green.
That would be the real 'soccer'
thing.
Just march yourself over to
Mickey Cochrane field by 3:00
and you'll be in position to watch
a potentially great Division I
college soccer game.
Consider what Evansville
(Ind.) University coach Fred
Schmalz said yesterday.
"It seems we always bring out
the best in BG up there."
Schmalz said. "The last two
times up there we've gone to
overtime and split. If you're
looking for an attractive soccer
game, this is one the people
ought to see."
Evansville will be bringing out
one of the best, period.
The Aces f inisned last season
atop the regular season's
national pou and were ranked
number one this fall until they
dropped a 1-0 game last
weekend. The Evansville squad
is still ranked among the
nation's top three.
After a nearly disastrous 4-114 season in 1985, the Falcons
have moved to a 6-2-2 mark thus
far in '86. While the team is
again young, BG has profited

strong cohesive bond between
players. The same such bond
was scarecly evident last year.
THE LAST time Evansville
was in town, the Falcons pulled
a flunky.
Only 10 minutes into the game,
Ace midfielder Andrew Norton
was ejected from the game and
Schmalz' squad was forced to
play shorthanded. BG led 2-0
with 12 minutes left in the
contest, but Evansville
managed to tie the game and
win 4-z in overtime.
The win was the first of 34
consecutive regular season
victories for the Aces. That
string ended last weekend when
a respectable Old Dominion
team knocked off Evansville.
Schmalz said he will be
looking to start a streak of
similar nature this afternoon.
With the Aces currently
ranked number one in the Great
Lakes region, and BG fourth, it
would seem natural to think the
Falcons would go into the game
with a 'nothing to lose' attitude.
BG head coach Gary
Palmisano balked at such a
notion.
"Every game we play against
an Akron, an Indiana or an
Evansville is an uphill battle.
Our program is not to the point
where those type of teams gun
for us," he said. "If we
approached games like that we
would often be looking up to
other teams. We don't want to do
that."
Sophomore sweeper Joe
Petzker concurred.
We honestly feel we canwin

an exchange student.

J

D Continued from page 9.

"We honestly feel we can win this game.
We don't build them up as much as maybe we
should. We don't want to look up to them. We
just want to play the game."
Joe Petzker, BG soccer player
this game. We don't build them
up as much as maybe
weshould," Petzker said. "We
don't want to look up to them.
We lust want to play the game."
Although Evansville beat BG
4-0 in Evansville last year,
Schmalz said that Falcon
performance was no indication
of the team's current ability.
"BG was having a very rough
year. They were very young,
they had a horde of freshmen,"
Schmalz said. "They have a
good team this year. They are
relatively young again, but they
are undefeated at Rome (5-0)
and they don't give away many
goals."
Actually, the Falcons have
'given up a few goals this fall.
Although goalkeeper Mickey
Loescher has a dignified 0.84
goals-against-average, at least
five of the nine goals BG has
surrendered have come either
aa a result of a lapse in defensive
concentration or a failure to
mark-up in man-to-man
coverage.
Nonetheless, the defense is a
talented one and Palmisano is
particularly pleased with the
way his backfield has played of
late.
BG is not an offense-oriented
team. Palmisano has inserted a
4-4-2 set this year as opposed to
last year's 4-3-3. The new
alignment pushes a forward up
into the midfleld and has

decreased the offense slightly
while aiding the midfield and
defensive play.
THE FALCONS are not a
physical team. In fact, if they
have a glaring deficiency, it
would likely be in team heighth,
or a lack thereof. BG is
occasionally overmatched by
teams more proficient at
winning balls in the air.
However, BG is not without
strong points. The Falcons have
better than average team speed,
they are constantly improving
their play as a unit ana they
switch the field well.
The backfield does a good job
of bringing the ball out of the
defensive half and the
midfielders are constantly
changing the angle of attack.
The Aces will be led by three
1985 All-Americans. Stopper
Mike Mikes (#3), midfielder
Andrew Norton (M), and Dan
McHugh (#16), a forward who
has already garnered 19 points
will be the Aces' likely trump.
For the Falcons, keep your
eyes on forwards Nan Shin and
Gary Mezicotte. Also,
midfielders Larry Valbuena and
lie Koeevski move the ball well
while Petzker plays a solid
sweeper.
It should be exciting. Do
yourself and the Falcons a favor
and give 'em a look this
afternoon.

"I like it. I'd rather be playing in front of a full building than an
empty one," Duncan said. "The fans here are Just great.
BG crowds may have more to cheer about than a fast-paced, highscoring offense, though.
After breaking school penalty records last season, Duncan admits
the current squad will leave impressions of opponent's faces on the
Ice Arena glass more often.
"We're going to be a very physical team, probably the biggest in
the league," Duncan said. ''You have to be physical to be effective.
We're going to use our size to our advantage.
Pacing the defensive barrage will be 6-3 senior Todd Flichel and 62 junior Scott Paluch. Flichel scored 13 points, while Paluch added 21
points last season.
Flichel, also a cc-captain, said past years of experience have
brought all eight defensemen together as one.
"After last year, we seem to know exactly where each other is on
the ice," Flichel said. "It seems like second nature to us. It's going
to be tough on the coaches deciding who will dress between the eight
of us."
One decision York will not have to worry about is who to put
between the pipes for the Falcons.
Kruzich, an All-American last year and BG's goalie in its
championship season, allowed only 3.56 goals while notching a save
percentage of .894.
Regardless of the team's individual talent, York said team
cohesiveness will be the key if BG plans on knocking off last year's
national champion Michigan State, and CCHA members Ohio State
and Michigan.
"We know we have the talent. We have to mesh and play as a
team."

Personality

□ Continued from page 10.
Philadelphia's Broad Street
Bullies. With Duncan, Flichel
and a host of others, there aren't
many teams who will even
attempt to push BG around.
There's one thing the
Falcons need to make them the
prototype championship team a freshman phenom, a rookieof-the-year candidate. When BG
won the NCAA title in 1984, it
was Gary Kruzich. To repeat,
they'll need someone else, watch

for a kid named Nelson
Emerson.
The Falcons have all the
intangibles, you see. Sure they
have all but one player coming
back from the team that was
just one goal from making it to
the NCAA tournament. Of
course it's got a bundle of
seniors. But that's unimportant.
It's obvious that while
Michigan may have the talent,
they certainly don't have the
personality. And the Falcons do.

Besides trying to extending
the nation's longest home field
winning streak Saturday, Bowling Green's football team will be
playing in their 600th game

when they face Eastern Michigan at Doyt L. Perry Field.
The milestone has been
reached after 68 years of Falcon
football.
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M'DONAID
'QUAD

FARM
MARKET 3

SNAKE
DANCE

17708 N. Dixie Hwy.

Next to BG Beverage

hours: Mon-Sat 9-6pm
"Quality Produce for Quality Customers"

Pumpkins, Pumpkins, Pumpkins
priced to your liking 69* ■ 4.00

1986

Cider
Mushrooms
$1.95 gallon
$1.49 lb.
O — Apples —
Red & Golden Delicious
Jpnathon & Macintosh

HOMECOMING
[ SNAKE DANCE STARTS AT 6:30 AT THE INTRAMURAL FIELDS
BONFIRE AT COLLEGE PARK 8:15. FIREWORKS FOLLOWING AT 8:30
RIDGE

(

KREISHER

V

QUAD

Zelenak's

Zelenak's
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Hillv )l V

10 lb. bag

I

■^■^■■1 v«uMu.e COUPON HiHIHI^^HHIM^^H1HI «"»•« COUPON ^■■■BpilHi

with your choice of
2 toppings

$^95

7

L

Off.r
Expires 10/15/86

1MUMU.E COUPON ■

112 Mercer St.

JOT

"with everything"
10 toppings for only

VMd w*h coupon ■
perttapeVng Lrtn*

Vttrt -*h coupon M

puKKMlino 1 m»

On» coupon
par custom*

CHUI

Off«r

I
I

Expir.s 10/15/86

TofX»r>9« incluM pw»rom, IKm. MOT, ground bMi.
IW»n wMgi mutnroonn. gniwi p*potn, onioni
Hot pappwi *nd tndmm uponnquwi

1

I TWO LARGE
PIZZAS

Ceeean a* coupon
per cuMomer

I

reg. 3.591 5 lb. bag

Tbpptngi irtdudt pepp«ranl. hem. bacon, ground b*«f
Italian lauaioa. muahroomt. green pepper*, orvkww
Hoi pappam and anohonaa upon raouaat
(NO SUBSTITUTIONS Ofl OCLETrONS)
■ VALUABLE COUPON

Bowling Green, Ohio

—n

354-6500

OPEN 11:00 o.m. DAILY FOR LUNCH

reg. 1.89

expires 10-16-86

expires 10-16-86

Pay for one. Take home two.

I
I

Macintosh Apples

California Oranges

QUAD

® Little Caesais Pizza I
1

25* OFF

25* OFF

HARSHMAN

WOOSTER

1WO MEDIUM
PIZZAS

354-1163

HOMECOMING
AND
HOCKEY (and more!)
FALCON HOCKEY
vs
MICHIGAN
7:30pm-SATURDAY
ICE ARENA
HOME OPENER!!

FALCON FOOTBALL
vs
EASTERN MICHIGAN
1:30pm-SATURDAY
PERRY FIELD
HOMECOMING!!

SEE BOTH WITH AN ALL-SPORTS PASS!
plus..

FALCON SOCCER
vs.
No. 1 EVANSVILLE
3:00 COCHRANE FIELD

FALCON VOLLEYBALL
7:30 ANDERSON ARENA
FRIDAY-vs. EASTERN MICHIGAN
SATURDAY-vs. CENTRAL MICHIGAN

WHAT A WEEKEND!!

Classifieds
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Culture Night October 14th. 7 30 -i the
Ameni Room Speakers Students wi speak on
thetr experiences what studyng abroad
Reffeenrnants w* be served Raffle drawing w*.
be heW Open to everyone

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
Aecowifing Club Fal Bv-BQ
TNrtOty. October 9. 148 MTW—. 5 30-'
Mamttan who have part and proapecdv*
mentors .nvtied Dues may be paid m me Ac
counting Dept Office 16 lor 1 Bemeslaf. HO
to rhe entire year Guests may be rotted at $3
each

The Psychology Dept. T.A.R.P.S preaenta a
colloquium with Dr. Joseph Rychlafc. Prolessor, Loyols Uni* The Possibility of a
Rigorous Humanistic Psychology. Thur.Oc.
B. 3 30 pan. Rm 112,LHa Sciences Wdg FreoOpon to the public

ATTN USG Commmee Members
Snow your USG spnt and partiapate m the anbApartt-jrt Rafly at 12 00 pm in the Uraon Oval
Sponsored by USG and Black Student Union

CAREER AWARENESS WEEK
The J M Smucker Corporation presents
Edward Oountz. Vice Preaidont of Sales
MONOAY. OCT 13. 7 30pm
OHIO SUITE: UNIVERSITY UNION
Formal Dress OPEN TO ALL"

BG News meeting (or volunteers-writers and
photographers-every Sunday. 8 pm. 210
West HeU For further mlormahon can
372 2803
CAREER AWARENESS WEEK
Speekers Irom lour major corporahona inc-jd-ng
J H Smucftar. The Plain Oealar. O'Nalla and
Wyae Advertising wil be here Ocl 13-I8thwi
the OhM> Suite located on (he 3rd floor University Union at 7 30 each night Sponsored by
AMA and OPEN TO THE PUBLIC11' PWjaae
dress tomafy Don't mas this chance to learn
about your opportunities ot the job market'

CAREER AWARENESS WEEK
The Cleveland Plain Dealer presents
Charles Tarantmo. Research Rep
TUESDAY. OCT 14.730pm
OHIO SUITE: UNIVERSITY UNION
Formal Dress OPEN TO ALL'*'

Don't mas your chance to w*i $100" MAC
RAFFLE. October 8-14. Tickets $1. On sale In
the BA Building.
Honors Student Association presents
KOREA
What m rt realty bke 35 years after M * A • S * H?
A rjtscusSKXi with Kyoo a Younghee Kim
Thursday Ocl 9. 7 00pm De/row Hal. 3rd
floor lobby Everyone welcome1
INTRAMURAL FIRST AIDERS NEEDED PICK
UP REFERRAL IN STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE MUST BE CERTIFIED IN ADVANCED
FIRST AID AND CPR
L AG A
The Lesbian and Qay Alliance meets
Thursdays. 6 30 p m . ■. the Refcgious Ed
Room at St Thomas More Tonight is Culture
rwght-Dring your favorite books by or about
gays lesc-ans and tapes by your favorite gay
lesbian artists Munchies are provided Bring a
friend"
NEW INTRAMURAL SPORT- ULTIMATE
FR68EE SIGN-UP NOW" Entries due Thursday Ocl 16by40Opm m 108 SRC Tournament writ be held Oct 18-19
October 9 7 30 P M . Future Food Proleswjnais Meeting Home Economics Lmvj
Center
Soph. Jr and Srs - apply now for a rrwmntemship that lasts one week Gam on the job
experience m your career held by working with
BGSU Alumni Jan 5 9 or Mar 23-27 Appbcanona avaasble in most cceege dean's offices or
send name and addresa lo Extern Experience
Maeti AJumni Center
Deadline Ocl 17
'Attention Education Majors*
OSEA's next meeting is Monday. Oct 13th at
8 30 m 121 West Hea" A mock interview wi
take place Don't rmsa the tips'
ATTENTION ALL ELEMENTARY ED
ANO SECONDARY MATH MAJORS
The Bowfcng Green Counc- of Teachers of
Mathematics w4 hold its annual Make-It Take-tt
onOctober 13. 1988 from6-9 p m In 133 Lite
Science Cost a $2 for members and $4 50 lor
non-members Cal Jennifer at 353-1313 for
more information

LOST ft FOUND
Loat 3 keys on Hawaii key rmg on Sept 25
Probably m Grsh F*n Please call Patty at
352 0S89

PERSONALS

Jual Armod
Guys Lav. Harm* Law) Indigo Gray > Black
Oorem Jean Jackets Man. N Thnga. 531
Ridge SI Opan tonita H 8 00 pm

MARGARET KELLEY-CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING VOTED TOPS
IN YOUR HELD' YOUR SISTERS ARE. ONCE
AGAIN. VERY PROUD OF YOUICW-O

Ketsy BaMr.
I m gMd you got your young executiv* Congrats to you and Bradley on your Delta ZataAlpha Slg tovaaartng DZ lov. and especially
naYta. Susan

•••AMA-"
Membership drive Monday. Oct e through Fnday Oct 10 from 9.30 am until 4 00 p m In
the BA toy* Broaden you job opoortunltxea'

Keey Baker.
Congratutenone on your Delta ZMa-Alpns
Sigma Pm MMrlng to Brad EdrMeton We
hop. your future togemei la always bright Love.
your Delta Zeta sisters

•■KATHY EKELMAhf
ConQratuaaoon. on Doing choa.n Orientation
Board Member ol the month' You're doing a
graat job with tunrJrakting'WE CARE. Orktntatlon Board
ALPHA XI DELTA
JAILBREAK
YV1U BE THE ONE'
Amy Jo Frederic*
Conoratuaiaona on your engagement to Dan
Fodor Beat wwhM arways'Love. your Dana
Zeta sisters
Amy Ruth.
HAPPY ItlH BWTHDAYIM-4-3 Luv
MicheeeP S Do I gat my I D back now?

ya.

Angle Caruso.
I would tka lo mart, you lor me kttle van we had
the other day It was nice to get to ta* to you tor
awhile The gftta wore nice too* I reakze that we
both are buay. but I hop. we can get together
again soon Low. Your Beta Buddy Kim
Anti-Aportheld Raty
October 9. I960
Union Oval. 12pm 2pm

Loat Qotd chem with smal cross has sentimental vefcjo Pleasecal 3520394
LOST Guys class ring Gold with blue stone
CaJJuae. 2-1735

ATTN: USG Committee Members
Snow your USG Spirit and participate in the and
Apartheid Raty at 12.00 tl the Union Oval
Sponeored by USG and Back Student Union

RIDES

B G Woman's Cross Country Team
Just wanted to wish everyone Good Luck at All
Ohio Saturday Let s be tough and work
together and remember "NEVER SAY DC"
Came

Ride needed near Exits 9 or 10 after 7 p m. on
Fn Oct 10. or anytime Sat Oct 11 Oneway
on*/ Caw Chris 353-8511
Ride needed lo Nashvwe. Tenn the weekend of
Oct 17-19 Wl help with gas $ Cal Kim
372-6155
RIDE NEEDED TO THE PITTSBURGH AREA
FOR THE WEEKEND OF OCT 10-12 WILLING TO SHARE GAS PLEASE CALL SEEME
AT 352-1999

BGSU Winter Ski Week, to Sleomboat Vail or
Keystone with five or aeven night deluxe todgIng, HI tickets mountain penic. parties aki
race. more, from $142* Hurry, cal Sunchaa.
Tours lor more Information toll tree
1 800 321-5911 TODAY'
Big Sports Weekend'
Hockey ya Mich Frt Sat 7 25
Footbal va EMU Sat 1 PM
AM MO WFAL t M.1 FM WBOU

SERVICES OFFERED
New Doctor' Town & Country Anrfnal Health
Care now open. (Formerly Recker Veterinary
One )Or VtckiFrobose. 1616E WoosterSt.
352-1476 Student ratee avaaabU

BOBBIE JFAN KOPYAR
Wa know you're gonna go all the way with
Homecommg"We love you.
Melody. Kim. and Ke«yn

Pregnenr? Concerns? Free pregnancy test, objective information By appointment or walk-in
Caf now 354-HOPE

CHI OMEGA PLEDGES YOUR ACTIVE
SISTERS THINKYOU'RE FABULOUSICHI-O

Typing 8 word processing letter perfect Free
pick-up end delivery $2 per double spaced
page Cal 687 0680, Toledo

Complete Hockey Pro Shop
$1 oil any sock with $2 skat, sherpeninga
Purcel's Boo Shop. 362-6264

hUscellanaoui fall clean-up A light hauling.
372-4395. Ful spectrum landscaping done
Shrube planted-trees removed

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE RECENTLY
ELECTED PLEDGE CLASS OFFICERS' YOUR
ACTIVE SISTERS ARE SO PROUD OF
YOUtCHH)
P S HOW MANY MORE DAYS UNTIL
CHEEP?

Abortion
Caring and Confidential
Center lor Choc

DARBY BUBBLES STPJNE
Congratulations on your KKGVSAE paining to
BlUTO lakes Greg Bushier)' You are one
COOL BREEZE COUPLE" Lov.. Coaeen

On sale at toko's:

B KODAK
FLOPPY DISKS
$1.00
$1.20
5 .8S
5'.da
$1.80
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$2.30

■i micro dt

Alto told in 10-packt

kinkes

Toiedo
419-255 7769

Delivery has started al POLLYEYES. 440 E
Coun. 352 9638

Announcing
Low Cost
Diagnosis/Treatment
STD
Sexually Transmilted
Diseases
Men and women

113 RAILROAD ST.
(Behind Dexter's)

Jfafl,
Sorry for keeping you up al weekend-But I
ALMOST IELIEVE I'd love to do it
eg**.11 "Love.
Mouth (Ha. Ha)
JOIN TOGETHER!
RALLY AGAINST APARTHEID
Thursday October 9
Union OvaJ. t2pm--2pm

Planned Parenthood
ol N.W. Ohio

255-1115

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days m advance by 4 p m

Higgs (my favorite roomie).
I hope your B-Oay it aa good aa al the times
we've had If ya want we can look for a cornhekJ. I'| bring the prjpetctes' I can't wart for this
weekend I Love You, LadyP S Benson says
Happy B Oey loot

( The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES: per ad are 65* per hne. $1 95 minimum
50* extra per ad tor bold type
Approximately 35 45 spaces per line
PREPAYMENT is required tor all non university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible for error due to iHegibMy or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be responsible for typographical
errors m classified ads (or more than two consecutive insertions
The BG News reserves the nghl to release me names of individuals who place advertising in The News The
decision on whether lo release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations

.Phone #.

Name
Address
Social Security § or Account #
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY ho* you wish it to appear
[Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

LAST YEAR'S MARK
10S9
HELP US SNAKE PAST
3000

L»._
Welcome to OK awaaom. famayt I an so happy
to he your tug Got reedy for ton. ol ton thai
year DG love and at ol mine. JusaP S Were
you aurprtaad?

NEW INTRAMURAL SPORT -ULTIMATE
FRISBEE SIGN UP NOW" Entries due Thuraday,Oct. 18, by 4.00pm In 106 SRC. Tour
nement wa be held Oct IB IB
PauUerermeh.
Happy 22nd Bvttxley" Thank, lor Being a
fraindl Have a graat D-oay'
PMDELTS"
Thanks tor the greet tea on Frtdayi W. car. t
wan to see how tunny me pictures ar*. Lov.,
the Alpha XI'. lor the Bam Baanavs!)
Pooch,
1 put my Good Luck .ashes In writing since I
have no voice to tee you on th. phone' See ya
at Mark's??
RALLY AGAINST APARTHEID'
RALLY AGAINST APARTHEID1
RALLY AGAINST APARTHEID!

Total number ol days to appear.

PAULA AVEREICH
Your, doing a greel k« with the PMsl Keeo up
the good work' Love your Little

Thursday night a 'Irish Night" al BGSU ThaaM.
If your rame begins with "O'—" you can pick up
your two tor-one hckets lor Th. Playboy of the
Weetem World at the Eva Mane Saint Box OfHce. second floor University Hal. or cal
372-2719
To the wSd women ol Campua Manor Apt A4
(KELLY. DCANNA, LIN, and DELSAIDo you
remember much from your 'Remember When"
party CINDY and ADRIE
USG and Black Student Union
Encourage YOU
To Retry Agsnet Apartheid
October 9. 1966
Union Oval 12pm-2pm
Wr»l ■ an OrteneBon Leader? Motivated enthusewtic knowledgeable Orientation leeder
appsoatlona avaasble si 405 Student Services
from October 9-24

ATTENTION aiONOE QUY-WHITE T-SHtRTLAUNOaY atAT-HONOAY S-22-S9:
Let's make a laundry date1
The gal who answers peyphones- 6728
Attention Mike-Span. 102 lesl spring.
(WracUr) Dkln't think Id see you agemi That
rHny gempee Wed wasn't enough I rnkM watching you reguavty' AA 1914
AnSfTtiOfi AH IptfMfM ne>*>Kl#m Hfllll
Window Spkaha. wa be judged tomorrow Do
you law. yours don. yet? P.S. Don't forgot the
cash prizes 1st -$26. 2nd-$i 5. 3m $10

CONQRATUlATIONa
KAREN HALAS
KOREY KERSCHER
KATHY REICHERT
KUtlTEN SUTTON
tor making semi-fineie for Itomacornlng Oueen1
Great fob grt- Love, your Alpha XI eaters

0*T MMwM
Ot-T S-N-A-K-E-0
0X-T a N A K a 0

HAPPENS*'

m

NO.

ai

The Srtahers of PN DeMa These
would Ska to oongretuleta Matt
is Phi Dott-Oee Oee
| to Krteey Petereen.
RALPHSN' IN NO. 2
HAPPY a#TTHOAY AMY CARL
Yaan-flnaty you're legal' (Al (east n Ohto) So
got ready tor some birthdey Cheer (t beer|"
Have an ouestanotog day! Lov. your Big. Beoca
Je.n«s»am MO AppScMlona now i ililili In
Room 319. Waet Hal

1974 VW Bus Runs wel Good mechanical
condition
$800
372-2933. Evening.
362-6679
1974 VW Dug Good condition $500 or boat
otter Cal 372-6304

For Sato 4 comfortable dining chairs $5 a
pktco WHAT A BARGAIN' CM 372-3609

Vanoaea, I'm peyched about thla weekend!
Only two more days Let's make It a weekend
to remember! DO-Skj Ep WHAT A PAIRING.
Jsfry.
VOTE WILEY BLEVwiS
HOMECOMINQ KINO TOOAYI
VOTE WILEY HEVINS
HOMECOMINa KINO TOOAYII
VOTE WILEY H.EVINS
HOMECOMINQ KING TOOAYII
WENDY WESSELS
Congratuletione on your Pledge Claaa Pr eeiden
cy rm ao proud of you'Love arwaya. Jeni
2ST KEN BAKER
Hope you tod a good time at Data Party even rl
you didn't know what I wes talong about
(neither do II I'm glad you want I reel, lad a
good time Love. The Centervee Brat"

KRISTIN MAIER
WHAT IS BUCYRUS FAMOUS FOR?
BRATWURST. ANO Sk3 EP HOMECOMING
OF COURSE! QET READY TO BLOW
THIS TOWN AWAY!
LOVE STEPHEN (A |

Geology T-Slwts -Sigma Gamma EpeeOn is seeing t stwts with the Department logo lor $6 00
pershat Colors are red and blue Sign-up ahaot
to order ahata is located beside Room 170 m
Overman Hal Musi be ordered by Oct 22nd
Magnavox VCR leas than 6 months old $190
CM P«, 353-2705
Party car '73 Cede Good on gaa. heart ot gold.
aging body, bumper stickers included $200 or
beat offer 869-4478
SMITH-CORONA ELECTRIC
FOR SALE CALL 3724796

TYPEWRITER

Twin mattraMM and tram. $160: 2 dresser
deek $20: Starfieid Doss guitar I case $ 180. or
beet oners. Maxbox 6372
VANTAGE ELECTRC GUiTAR.-double pick-up.
mint condition $225 or offer NOROCA SKI
BOOTS women's sir. 7 $30 CM Jaoqui
3530228
Why rant when you can buy better? Double size
dorm refrigerator New condition Best offer.
CM 354-8700
Yamaha CR220
655-2173

r.c.lv.r

$100

Call

Zenith 24" color console TV Exceosnt condi
bon, $150 CM after 6 00. 352-6611
UI2 Yamaha Maalm (SO. Rune welt, irsty
good condition 1600 miles Call 3S6-492*
• her S p m
BtO PORCH SALE!
Everything to lurntsh your kitchen including the
se* (double atakiktss). Furniture, some clothes
LOTS OF TREA6URESII Fit 3-7pm Sat
t1am-7pm. 12538 County Horns Rd (E ol
Krsmor or PorOlg. Rds oil Rt 26 South)
FREEIIIII
Comb B 6 W TV. radio, stereo

CM 352-3734

HEY rXARaNET PLAYERS AND ALL
FORMER HIGH SCHOOL BANO
MEMBERS
Join s University Concert Band for
Spring Semeeter Cal 372-2166. or
atop by the Band Office
(Room 1010 -Musical Arts Center )
Credit Available

FOR RENT
1 mate needed to sublaaas room In houee for
Spring semester Contact Dav., 354-3207
Apartment to sublease 1 bedroom turnlehed
unit M utatkea pod except e smM electric ba
$290-month
815 Fourth St. API
4,
353-2705
"Uke-home" new 3-room efficiency AJ utatiea.
lurniahinga. aprxssncoa provided
Fremont
Waet 1 proleseional person $275. 3328726

JOIN THE ATHLETIC BAND'
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
THURSDAY, OCT 30 8:30 PM
Room 1012 MMAC BUg or cal 372-2166
Brass pesyora eepeciely needed'
Credit Available

Geemby at Uhsnsn's
Homecoming Spec*
Shampoo, cut. a finish
Regular SIS NOW 67 50
Look your vary boat for
the! spec*! event
Thureday Oct 9-Frtdey Oct 10

352-5615

SETH GUTIERREZ
Welcome to the tarrety' Your, a great UtlHI
Love. Heather

CHEE-OMUNQA..
F YOU'RE LUCKY
CHEE-OMUNQA..
IF YOU'RE LUCKY!

1973 Chmry Nova 70.000 ortgmtf mots, rune
wel. graat wtnktr tranaoortation $600 Pat.
353-2705

Baty pinbal machine, al digital, great condition,
greet tor the apartment or rrat $495 Cal Pat.
353-2705

YOU CANT HELP BUT LOVE A
CHi-O PLEDGEI ALL 43 OF YOU
ARE EXCEPTIONAL! CHI-0
••Attention PI Kappa"•
We had a super time at the tea Saturday
nkjhl Learning the PI Kapp dancs wn Mil ot
eight! We danced all night til th. music sloppad, doing the mlier and turkey until we
dropped. So let's not let the tun end here.
hoar 'bout getting together again this
,aer?Alphe PM Love. Lisa • SallyP.S. Don't
foraet to com. over and say "Ml"

1972 Titumph Spitfire convertible Boat tier
353-2902

PREPARE TO
OET SNAKED
FRIDAY
AT8:M

TEXAS TOMMSI WANTS TO WISH
RITALACEY
A HAPPY 21ST BrRTHDAY"

Three tickets to 5th Dimenakx. concert on
Parent's Day weekend available $ 1 I each Cal
Stoph at 354-0922

FOR SALE

1979 Triumph Spitfire
Good condition.
42.000 moss. $3000 Cal 352-2628 (day).
352-3020 (evemnge]

THE BROTHERS Of SIGMA PHI EPSILON
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE JIM
PURTELL ANO MATT EKEY FOR MAKING THE
1986 FALCON GOLF TEAM WAY TO GO
GUYS'!

Th. Flower Baaket
A country flower & gift shop kiat for you' 166 S
Main Downtown 362-6395

Skit people entertejnets Exceeent experience
lor people with theatre or dance interests
Outgoing personalty and Ugh energy era prat,
ouavte qualihcations Part time- weekends Apply si person at lesnry J a. 1532 S Bym. eher
7pm Sun -TTajrs.

Pooch, Irom, end "Ea.."
Good Luck thai soaaon! We all love ya! Kktp
and Laura

S-N-A-KE D-A N-C-E
SN-A-K-E D-A-N-C-E
l-N-A-K-E D-A-N-C-E

Classification In which you with your ad to appear:

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The 8G News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone 372-2601

Lorl Ann Peon
Rumor has it you'r. m love with Harold wrajn a
the wwkflng? Aeso. whan I. th. election for the
Straight Board? Good luck In running lor Com
mlselrjnarm I know you are the atraghtaal' S.A.
Paen
^

Slop In lor Laaagna Irom 11 0 and it's only
2 00 Every Thursday at PoaeyM. 440 E
Court. 362-9438

The Fal Edition ol the 1986-87 Student
Organtzattone Drectory. Siting over 135 student dubs, groups, a organizations, la avertible
now In the Office of Sttdent Actrvrtles I OnentaHon. 405 Student Services Budding

Part-time energetic, outgoing, tun loving
people wanted1 Bartenders, waitresses.
wait.ra. floor walkers
No experience
neceeaary Flexole schedules to accomodele
carpoots Appty In person ahor 6 00 doty axcon! Monday at the Fun Place to be Button s'
St Rl 25. 12 mtnutee north of B Q

372-5663
LOVE
TOOO

RabbH-'Te. got your Image!"
II hops?)

Th. Brothers ol PI Kappa PH would eke lo an
nounc. our n.w sweetheart MONICA
MONASTRA We waWi you the best ol kick «i
everything you do and w. era vary happy that
you're a par) of our house Love, the Brothers ol
PI Kappa PN

PAGUAI'S PIZZA
945 SOUTH MAIN ST
••HLPOSmOHS-'
APPLY BETWEEN 2-4
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

'79 FORD FAIRMONT
AM-FM CASS . OOOO BOOY. CLEAN INT

USA ISAReE IOEEK
sYKJ. VOU MARRY MI?

RegMtter to wtn SSO In merchandiae at
GROOVY RECORDS Drawing October 18
425 E Wooeter (behind Dairy Mart) Open
Mon-Sal 11-8

FRiDAy, OCT. ta
SNAKE DANCE
STARTtNO AT 6:*0

Dal.s ol insertion

363-6913

Reduced pitcher prices from 5-1 every Thursday at POLLYEYES, 440 E Court. 3929838

DANNY-MR. 00!
I'd love to share space et a party wrtn you egav.
I had run untl you len Saturdey night Lefa gat
si touch-Low, JOnny 372-1024

Campus I City Events*
_
Wanted
Losl • Found
_
H.lp Wanted
Rides
_
For Sal*
For Rent
Services Offered
_
Paraonals
•Campus/City Ev.nl ads ar. published Iraa of charg. for on. day for a non-profit event or meeting only

Ketty. Anne, and Jeooiwe:
Thanks for metung SSMrtJeaWl Ife so great' Kety
WMch out tor thoee stairs' Jacquat. Your, lanng behind!! Areta Th. guys are eta writing for
your stnpteeee on our apvel MairoBS.ll toy. ya
guys' lours

KM Mf VEH end TERRI MOOOLET
CortrjrtfulMtons on your Leedersrvp Conlerence positions1' We're so proud ol you! Lov.
Always Mel. Buboa and Ketyn

Comma, aoon la the B.Q. Cssas.l
Adopt' boTfrlend-girltrlerHj
For Into, call Vlctorie 2-JS.S

(For billing purposes only)

KELLEY 8AKER
CongrahJatione to you and Brad on your
■'.Hiring! Gosh, what a Surpfls." Anyway ■ I
am happy tor you both Love- Jennie

Ucroeee T-SrHrta
Limited Supply

■Ol NELSON
Good luck on Sj of your ki1ervt.ws I'm bahaid
you low Lov*. BsrbP.S Got psyctved tor
Homecorrwig No 3

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

KAPPA DELTA PLEDGES
Keep up the good work' We era bohtfid you si
Bo woy" KO Lov.

Accounting
SMTkeshir

PotMon.

avaxebie

tor

Spmg

Packard Electric Warren OH
Detorte. HaUuna. Sols-Dayton. OH
Computer Science and MIS Poanona

Many other ooportunrtlee. Social Science potlaona. t aaoblt tor Spring ssmMtart

1 temele to lucliaai apartment for Spring
Semeeter Contact Us. 364-8161
OeeperMe-Geneele tlckete
Any show s aSatiH
TasX to ma. 364-7265

rB.

knportantll The Co-op Club wa be having their
first meeting on Monday. Ocl 20. 7 30-9 00
p.m. In Hayea HM This dub la to help pr.pare
you for co-op or mtemahip positions For more
Into CM 372-2461.

Caxsnan Maacrow Cmcinatti OH
Blue Croaa- Toledo OH
Bristol Myers Evansvxle IN
The Anderson's Maumee. OH
Wftght Petterson Qeyton OH

WANTED

e people to pesy the
120 W. want moral

COOP CORNER

s Game We
cal 353-3022

Tired df school? Need an opportunity to apply
your education? Looking tor work experience
before you graduate from coaege? Whang to
retocMa? Then Co-op la for you We have more
potatons Von students ai Matin lor Spring
aametler Don't pas. us such a graat opportunity" Make your education wont for you-knn Coop toOay CM 372-2451

Nortomoklng lamase needed to ahara r«ce
apartment tor Spring Some.lor Cal Marks
354-2234
WANTED SPORTS PASS OR SEASON
HOCKEY TCKETS. WSJ. PAY FULL PRICE
354-2700

HELP WANTED
$10-6500 waokry-up maatng circulars' Rueh
sett-eddreeaed. stamped envelope A-1.
11020 Venture. Suite 268 Dopt P2. Studto City, CA 91604
Inactive RN'a and LPN'a Are you ready to slap
beck Into nurelng? Start over in a caring envVonment Wood County Nursing Home needa a fuSnme LPN and e part-ttm. RN Cal 363-6411
between 8-4 30
Local buemeee neeOa mtem In Marketing (Jr .
8r. Grad.) wth some art experience tor
TeW-hone Marketing Cal 353-1458
Man tor crowd control at local bar Friday a
Saturday. 8:30-3 Cal 364-1035, ask for Sandra
Mai
repreeentaave
Saa-mosVattd hctvktussi, wtkYig to work ener
noons, evemnge Must have car Part or tueame poawUne I ISShll EotTSnga 6200-300
par week Cal Mr Finch or Mr. Peeper et
878-6631 tor an Interview

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

